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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

SEC FORM 17-Q
QUARTERLY REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 17 OF THE SECURITIES
REGULATION CODE AND SRC RULE 17(2)(b) THEREUNDER

1. For the quarterly period ended September 30, 2009
2. Commission identification number …19073….. 3. BIR Tax Identification No. 000-288-698-000
4. Exact name of issuer as specified in its charter
FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION
5. Province, country or other jurisdiction of incorporation or organization Metro Manila, Philippines
6. Industry Classification Code:

(SEC Use Only)

7. Address of issuer's principal office
6th Floor, Benpres Building, Meralco Avenue,
corner Exchange Road, Pasig City
8. Issuer's telephone number, including area code
632-631-8024 to 30

Postal Code
1600

9. Former name, former address and former fiscal year, if changed since last report
N/A
10.Securities registered pursuant to Sections 8 and 12 of the Code, or Sections 4 and 8 of the RSA
Title of each Class

Number of shares of common
stock outstanding and amount
of debt outstanding

Common Shares
Preferred Shares

591,329,530
43,000,000

11. Are any or all of the securities listed on a Stock Exchange?
Yes [ X ]

No [ ]

If yes, state the name of such Stock Exchange and the class/es of securities listed therein:
The registrant's common equity is being traded at the Philippine Stock Exchange.

12. Indicate by check mark whether the registrant:
(a) has filed all reports required to be filed by Section 17 of the Code and SRC Rule 17 thereunder or
Sections 11 of the RSA and RSA Rule 11(a)-1 thereunder, and Sections 26 and 141 of the Corporation
Code of the Philippines, during the preceding twelve (12) months (or for such shorter period the
registrant was required to file such reports)
Yes [ X ]

No [ ]

(b) has been subject to such filing requirements for the past ninety (90) days.
Yes [ X ]

No [ ]

PART I--FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Item 1. Financial Statements.
The unaudited interim financial statements of the registrant are incorporated herein by reference to the enclosed
document. They are prepared in compliance with the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) as issued by
the Financial Reporting Standards Council and adopted by the Philippine SEC.
References to PFRS standards include the application of Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS), Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS), and Philippine Interpretations of the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC).
Earnings per share is presented in the face of unaudited statements of income for the nine months ended September
30, 2009 and 2008. The accompanying notes to financial statements describes the basis of computation thereof.
The interim financial statements followed the same accounting policies and methods of computations as used in the
December 31, 2008 annual financial statements under Summary of Significant Accounting Policies.
The nature and amount of items affecting assets, liabilities, equity, net income, or cash flows that are unusual because
of their nature, size or incidents are described in Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations.
Issuances, repurchases, and repayments of debt and equity securities are described in Item 2 Other Financial
Information.
Last July 9, 2009. The Board of Directors of First Philippine Holdings Corp. (“FPHC”) declared and approved cash
dividends on the P4.3 billion Series B Preferred Shares. Shareholders of record of Series B Preferred Shares as of
July 24, 2009 were entitled to the cash dividends, which were to be payable on July 31, 2009. The gross cash
dividends paid was P187,546,650 based on the annual rate of 8.7231%. The preferred cash dividend per share is
P4.3615500.
Last July 14, 2009, First Philippine Utilities Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of FPHC executed a Share
Purchase Agreement (“SPA”) with Pilipino Telephone Corporation covering the sale for Philippine Pesos Twenty
Billion Seventy Million (P20,070,000,000.00) of a total of Two Hundred Twenty Three Million (223,000,000)
common shares or approximately Twenty Percent (20%) of the outstanding capital stock of Meralco. The sale was in
accordance with the investment and cooperation agreement earlier entered into by FPHC with PLDT.
.

Last July 21, 2009, FPHC completed a pro rata early redemption payment to the Noteholders of its Floating Rate
Corporate Notes due October 2012 for the Dollar Tranche Notes and October 2014 for the Peso Tranche Notes.
FPHC paid down 50% of the debt or a total amount of about P6.9 billion to the relevant Noteholders.
Last August 13, 2009, FPHC made a deposit for future stock subscriptions in the total amount of P5.3 billion in the
power generation subsidiary, First Gen Corporation.
Last August 20, 2009, FPHC acquired the 24.5%stake of Benpres Holdings Corporation in Rockwell Land
Corporation for P1.5 Billion. As a result of the acquisition, FPHC now owns 49% of Rockwell, while Meralco owns
the remaining 51%.
On October 22, 2009, FPH Fund, a wholly owned subsidiary of FPHC, prepaid the remaining $7.25 million principal
loan with Standard Bank Asia Limited.
On November 5, 2009, FPHC entered into an agreement with Metro Pacific Investments Corporation ("MPIC")
which includes the provision of a short term loan by MPIC to FPHC or its designated subsidiary in the amount of
P11.20B. FPHC has also agreed to grant a call option exercisable on or before March 31, 2010 to MPIC over
approximately 74.700 million common shares (the "Shares") of FPHC in Meralco. The Shares are equivalent to
around 6.7% of the total outstanding common shares of Meralco. The exercise price is Php300 per Share.

There are no seasonality or cyclicality of interim operations during the period.

There are no changes in contingent liabilities or contingent assets since the last annual balance sheet date.

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following management’s discussion and analysis of the Company’s financial condition and results of
operations should be read in conjunction with the accompanying unaudited consolidated financial
statements and the related notes as at September 30, 2009, September 30, 2008 and (audited) December
31, 2008 and for the period ended September 30, 2009 and 2008. This discussion includes forward-looking
statements, which may include statements regarding future results of operations, financial condition or
business prospects, which are subject to significant risks, uncertainties and other factors and are based on
FPHC’s current expectations, some of which are beyond FPHC’s control and are difficult to predict.
These statements involve risks and uncertainties and our actual results may differ materially from those
anticipated in these forward-looking statements.
SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 COMPARED TO SEPTEMBER 30, 2008
Results of Operations
On May 12, 2009, Prime Terracota Holdings Corp. (Prime Terracota) approved the issuance of Class “B”
preferred shares at par value to the Lopez Inc. Retirement Fund (LIRF) and Quialex Realty Corporation
(QRC). Prime Terracota is the effective 60% voting/40% economic owner of Energy Development
Corporation (EDC) through its subsidiary Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation (Red Vulcan). Prior to its
issuance of preferred shares to LIRF and QRC, Prime Terracota was a wholly-owned subsidiary of First
Gen Corporation (First Gen). With the issuance of the preferred shares, First Gen’s voting interest in Prime
Terracota is now reduced to 45%, with the balance taken up by LIRF (40%) and QRC (15%). This
transaction has triggered the deconsolidation of Prime Terracota, Red Vulcan, EDC and First Gen Hydro
Power Corp. (FGHPC) in First Gen’s consolidated financial statements as of May 2009. Given this, the
financials of Prime Terracota and its subsidiaries, namely: Red Vulcan, EDC and FG Hydro, were fully
deconsolidated effective on the date when First Gen has lost its control. Thereafter, First Gen’s investment
in Prime Terracota shall be accounted for using the equity method in the consolidated financial statements
of First Gen since it still retains significant influence over Prime Terracota through its 45% voting interest.

Revenue
FPHC’s consolidated revenues for the period ending September 30, 2009 amounted to P43.5 billion. This
is lower by 6% (P2.6 billion) compared to the previous year’s P46.1 billion.
The following table sets out the contribution of each of the components of revenues as a percentage of the
Company’s total revenue for September 30, 2009 and 2008:
For the period ended September 30
Increase (decrease)
2008
Amount
%
(amounts in MM P, except percentages)

2009

Sale of electricity
Sale of merchandise
Share in project revenue of joint
venture
Contracts and services
Equity in net earnings of
associates
Sale of real estate

P 36,596
2,930

84%
7%

P 40,628
1,380

88%
3%

P(4,032)
1,550

-10%
112%

1,600
1,192

4%
3%

1,097
1,204

2%
3%

503
(12)

46%
-1%

1,060
86

2%
-%

1,630
114

4%
-%

(570)
(28)

-35%
-25%

Total

P 43,464

100%

P 46,053

100%

P (2,589)

-6%

The company’s revenues comprise of:
Sale of electricity
Sale of electricity accounts for 84% of total revenue in 2009 and 88% in 2008. Revenue from sale of
electricity went down by 10% (P4.0 billion) to P36.6 billion due to the decrease in the US dollar sale of
electricity by 20% to $764 million as a result of, among others, lower average gas prices and lower dispatch
of the gas plants.
Sale of Merchandise
Revenue from sale of merchandise is derived from the sale of power and distribution transformers and
other manufactured products. Sale of merchandise contributed 7% to total revenues in 2009 and 3% in
2008. Sale of merchandise grew by 112% (P1.6 billion) to P2.9 billion, due mainly to the revenue
contribution of First Philippine Electric Corp.’s (First Philec) new businesses, First Philec Solar Corp.
(FPSC) and First Philec Manufacturing Technologies Corp. (FPMTC).
Share in project revenue of joint venture
First Balfour Inc. (FBI) entered into several unincorporated construction and engineering joint venture
agreements. The share in project revenue of joint venture reached P1.6 billion for the nine-months period
in 2009, higher by 46% (P503 million) against last year. The increase was primarily due to contribution of
the LRT Northlink project.
Equity in net earnings of associates
This represents the Company’s share in the consolidated net income of, among others, Meralco, Prime
Terracota, First Private Power Corporation, Rockwell Land Corporation and First Sumiden Circuits, Inc.
Equity in net earnings of associates decreased by 35% (P570 million) to P1.1 billion. The decrease was
due to equity in net losses of First Gen’s Prime Terracota and its subsidiaries covering the period May to
September 2009, as a result of EDC’s one-time non-cash write-down of net deferred tax assets due to the
recent implementation of the Renewable Energy Act. This was tempered by the higher equity in net
earnings of Meralco resulting from the 39% increase in net income of Meralco to P5.6 billion. Note that
FPH’s percentage ownership in Meralco went down to 13.37% from 33.37% during the intervening period
as a result of the sale of 20% ownership to Pilipino Telephone Corporation (Piltel) on July 14, 2009.
Sale of real estate
Revenue from sale of real estate is derived from sale of industrial lots and ready-built factories (RBF) of
First Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP) in Batangas. Sale of real estate contributed less than 1% to total
revenues in 2009 and 2008. Sale of real estate contracted by 25% (P28 million) to P86 million as a result
of lower industrial lots sold from 4.27 hectares in 2009 against 5.27 hectares in 2008.

Costs and expenses
FPHC’s consolidated cost and expenses of P35.1 billion, is lower by 8% compared to the previous year’s
P38.3 billion.
The following table sets out the contribution of each of the components of cost and expenses as a
percentage of the Company’s total cost and expenses for September 30, 2009 and 2008:

For the period ended September 30
Increase (decrease)
2008
Amount
%
(amounts in MM P, except percentages)

2009

Operations and maintenance
General and administrative
expense
Merchandise sold
Share in project costs of joint
venture
Contracts and services
Real estate sold

P 27,520

78%

P 32,428

85%

P (4,908)

-15%

2,845
2,629

8%
8%

2,952
1,145

7%
3%

(107)
1,484

-4%
130%

1,341
703
44

4%
2%
-%

989
710
52

2%
2%
1%

352
(7)
(8)

36%
-1%
-15%

Total

P 35,082

100%

P 38,276

100%

P (3,194)

-8%

The Company’s costs and expenses comprise of:
Operations and maintenance
Power plant operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses include, among others, fuel charges, pipeline
charges, fixed and variable O&M charges, start-up costs and Net Dependable Capacity bonuses paid to
Siemens Operations as O&M contractor for Santa Rita and San Lorenzo. Cost of power plant operations
and maintenance accounts for 78% of total cost and expenses in 2009 and 85% in 2008.
Cost of power plant operations and maintenance decreased by 15% (P4.9 billion) to P27.5 billion due
mainly to lower gas prices and lower dispatch of the gas plants as a result of lower electricity demand and
more scheduled maintenance outages.
General and administrative expenses
General and administrative expenses include depreciation and amortization, salaries and wages, taxes and
license fees, insurance premiums and professional fees, repairs and maintenance, transportation and travel,
rentals, and office supplies, among others. General and administrative expenses account for 8% of total
cost and expenses in 2009 and 7% in 2008. General and administrative expenses were lower by 4% (P107
million) to P2.8 billion owing to lower professional fees. Previous year’s professional and underwriting
fees, as well as documentary stamp taxes were higher than the usual due to various loans availed of.
Merchandise sold
Cost of merchandise sold pertains to costs which are related to the manufacture of products. Cost of
merchandise sold accounts for 8% of total cost and expenses in 2009 and 3% in 2008. Cost of merchandise
sold increased by 130% (P1.5 billion) to P2.6 billion, due to the manufacturing costs associated with FPSC
and FPMTC.
Share in project costs of joint venture
The corresponding share in project costs of joint venture amounted to P1.3 billion, higher by 36% (P352
million), due to the construction development of the LRT 1 Northlink project.
Real Estate sold
Cost of real estate sold is determined on the basis of the acquisition cost of the land plus its full
development costs, which include estimates of costs for future development work. Cost of real estate sold,
which accounts for less than 1% of total cost and expenses, amounted to P44 million against P52 million
last year, due to the drop in land sales.

Finance costs
Finance costs comprise principally of interest expense on debt facilities of the Parent (through the Special
Purpose Vehicles) and Power Generation Group. Finance costs increased by 17% (P785 million) to P5.3
billion, due to costs associated with the refinancing of First Gas Power Corp. (FGPC) in November 2008,
and issuance of Unified Holdings Corp. (Unified) of P5.4 billion in corporate notes. The increase was
partially offset by the decrease in finance costs of FPH, First Gen (Parent) and FGP resulting from principal
payments on loans outstanding.
Finance Income
Finance income increased by 36% (P142 million) to P533 million due to higher income from short-term
cash investments as a result of higher average cash balance.
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Foreign exchange gain or loss arose primarily from the restatement of dollar-denominated transactions.
Foreign exchange loss amounted to P213 million, 37% lower than the previous year’s P338 million, due to
lower dollar exposure on currency fluctuations.
Gain on sale of investment in shares of stock
The P7.2 billion gain represents First Philippine Utilities Corporation’s, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
FPH, gain from the sale of its 223 million common shares representing approximately 20% of the
outstanding common stock of Meralco to Piltel on July 14, 2009 for P20.07 billion.
Other income (net)
Other income represents management fees and others (like rent, dividends and miscellaneous income).
Other income decreased significantly, by 80% (P509 million) to P127 million, due mainly to previous
year’s mark-to-market gain on derivative transactions vis-à-vis current period’s mark-to-market loss of
First Gen.
Income before income tax
As a result of the foregoing, income before income tax improved significantly, by 172% (P6.8 billion) to
P10.8 billion from P4.0 billion during the same period last year.

Provisions for (Benefit from) Income Tax
The Group reported a provision for income tax of P1.6 billion for the period, lower by 25% (P514 million)
against last year. Of the total provision, P1.8 billion pertains to current provision for income tax, which
went up by 11% (P174 million) owing to higher taxable income of the group – in spite of the lower
corporate income tax rate of 30% this year. Deferred benefit from income tax amounted to P220 million, a
reversal of the previous year’s deferred provision for income tax (P468 million) pertaining to movements in
foreign exchange rate of the Philippine peso vis-à-vis the US Dollar.
Income from discontinued operations
Following the deconsolidation of Prime Terracota and its subsidiaries, operating results of EDC from the
period beginning January 1, 2009 up to April 30, 2009 were treated as income from discontinued
operations. Income from EDC amounted to P2.0 billion for the period, vis-à-vis P2.4 billion in 2008
(covering the period January to September 2008). Moreover, income from discontinued operations last

year includes income of P709.5 million from First Philippine Infrastructure Inc. (FPII) – which was sold in
November 2008.
Net income
Net income for the period ended September 30, 2009 amounted to P11.2 billion, better by 126% (P6.3
billion) against last year mainly due to the gain from the sale of Meralco. This was reduced by the
combined effect of lower income posted by EDC, higher finance costs, mark to market losses on derivative
transactions, and absence of income from tollways operations.
Net income attributable to Equity holders of the Parent
Net income attributable to the Parent Company amounted to P7.8 billion, significantly higher than the
previous year’s P156 million, owing to the gain from the sale of Meralco.

Minority Interest
PFRS requires changes in the presentation of minority interests in the consolidated balance sheets and
consolidated statements of income. Minority Interests is now presented as a footnote in the Statement of
income and as part of Equity in the consolidated Balance Sheets.
Minority interest went down by 30% (P1.4 billion) to P3.4 billion as a result of the deconsolidation of EDC
and FGHPC, as well as due to the sale of the tollways business.
Earnings per share for Net income attributable to Equity holders of the Parent
Basic earnings per share (EPS) is at P12.66, significantly better against the previous year’s P0.101 EPS due
to the higher income.

Total Comprehensive Income for the Period
Total comprehensive income increased 310% (P7.8 billion) to P10.3 billion due to the combined effects of
the following: (1) net income increased by 126% to P11.2 billion; (2) net foreign exchange gains of P1.6
billion due to lower losses arising from the translation into Philippine peso of subsidiaries (First Gen) using
the US dollar as its functional currency; and (3) gain on available for sale financial assets of P2 million is
down by P96 million (112%), brought about by the sale of the financial assets, further bringing down the
AFS investment balance.

SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 COMPARED TO SEPTEMBER 30, 2008
Financial Condition
As of September 30, 2009 FPHC Group’s unaudited consolidated assets totaled P144.5 billion, lower by
41% (P100.4 billion) against the previous year’s level, mainly due to the deconsolidation of Prime
Terracota and its subsidiaries, namely, Red Vulcan, EDC and FGHPC.
As earlier mentioned, on May 12, 2009, Prime Terracota Holdings Corp. (Prime Terracota) approved the
issuance of Class “B” preferred shares at par value to the Lopez Inc. Retirement Fund (LIRF) and Quialex
Realty Corporation (QRC). Prime Terracota is the effective 60% voting/40% economic owner of Energy
Development Corporation through its subsidiary Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation (Red Vulcan). Prior to
its issuance of preferred shares to LIRF and QRC, Prime Terracota was a wholly-owned subsidiary of First
Gen. With the issuance of the preferred shares, First Gen’s voting interest in Prime Terracota is now
reduced to 45%, with the balance taken up by LIRF (40%) and QRC (15%). This transaction triggered the
deconsolidation of Prime Terracota, Red Vulcan, EDC and FGHPC in First Gen’s consolidated financial
statements as of September 30, 2009. Given this, the financials of Prime Terracota and its subsidiaries,
namely: Red Vulcan, EDC and FG Hydro, were fully deconsolidated effective on the date when First Gen
has lost its control. Thereafter, First Gen’s investment in Prime Terracota shall be accounted for using the
equity method in the consolidated financial statements of First Gen since it still retains significant influence
over Prime Terracota through its 45% voting interest.

Cash and cash equivalents increased by 9%
Cash consists of cash on hand and in banks. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that
are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with original maturities of three months or less and that
are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value. The increase in cash and cash equivalents by 9%, or
P1.7 billion, to P20.9 billion was due mainly from proceeds from sale of investments in Meralco, reduced
by principal payments on outstanding loans.
Trade and other receivables – net decreased by 45%
This account consists of trade receivables, cost of estimated earnings in excess of billings on uncompleted
contract of FBI and others. Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on 30 days’ terms.
Trade and other receivables decreased by 45%, or P6.8 billion, to P8.4 billion due to the deconsolidation of
EDC and FGHPC - trade and other receivables of EDC amounted to P6.0 billion last year, while FGHPC’s
amounted to P115 million, as well as the general decrease in trade receivables of First Gen.
Long-term receivables, including current portion, decreased by 99%
This account consists of receivables from Meralco for annual deficiency arising from FGPC and FGP’s gas
take-or-pay (TOP) receivables, as well as EDC’s concession receivables arising from its service contract
agreement with the Philippine government. The decrease of 99%, or P34.7 billion, was mainly due to the
deconsolidation of EDC. The balance of P498 million pertain to receivables from Meralco on the gas TOP.
Inventories – decreased by 32%
Inventories decreased by 32%, or P1.8 billion, to P3.8 billion mainly due to spare parts and supplies
inventory pertaining to EDC. This amounted to P1.5 billion last year.

Available for sale (AFS) financial assets decreased by 100%
This account consists of quoted and unquoted equity and proprietary membership share investments of
EDC. The absence of AFS financial assets as of September 30, 2009 was again due to deconsolidation –
last year’s AFS financial assets of EDC amounted to P693 million.

Other current assets decreased by 25%
This account includes prepaid expenses and taxes, advances to contractors, royalty fees, share in current
assets of joint venture and others. Other current assets decreased by 25%, or P988 million, to P3.0 billion
due to the absence of other current assets of FPII (sold in November of 2008), other current assets of which
amounted to P1.1 billion last year.
Noncurrent assets held for sale decreased by 100%
Noncurrent assets held for sale consist of the land and other properties owned by EDC in Fort Bonifacio
that will be sold to PNOC. The total lot area of the land is 29,291 square meters with a carrying value of
P1.8 billion as of September 30, 2008. This was presented as part of non-current assets held for sale since
EDC’s view is that the sale will be concluded in 2009 given the intent of PNOC. The absence of
noncurrent assets held for sale was also due to the deconsolidation of EDC.
Investments at equity and deposits increased by 112%
The increase in investments at equity and deposits by 112% (P32.3 billion) to P61.2 billion was mainly
driven by the carrying value of First Gen’s investment in Prime Terracota (EDC’s Parent) amounting to
$1.0 billion, reduced by the investment cost (of P12.8 billion) of the 20% interest in Meralco sold by FPII.
Investment properties increased by 7%
Investment properties increased by 7%, or P184 million, to P2.7 billion due to the revaluation of First
Sumiden Realty Inc.’s property and FPIP’s buyback of the Fujitsu property within the industrial park.

Property, plant and equipment – net decreased by 20%
Property, plant and equipment (net) decreased by 20%, or P7.4 billion, to P29.8 billion due to the
deconsolidation of EDC (of which fixed assets amounted to P1.8 billion last year) as well as the
deconsolidation of FGHPC (of which fixed assets amounted to P3.9 billion last year) and depreciation for
the period.
Goodwill decreased by 99%
Goodwill decreased by 99%, or P45.3 billion, to P297 million, due to the deconsolidation of EDC and
FGHPC. Previous year’s goodwill is attributable to three of First Gen’s subsidiaries, namely, EDC, FGPC
and FGHPC. With the deconsolidation of EDC and FGHPC, only that of FGPC’s goodwill remains.
Intangible assets decreased by 99%
This account includes: water rights from the Pantabangan reservoir for the generation of electricity,
construction cost (pipeline rights) of the natural gas pipeline facility connecting the natural gas supplier’s
refinery to FGP’s power plant including incidental transfer costs incurred in connection with the transfer of
ownership of the pipeline facility to the natural gas supplier, and intangible assets recognized under the
Service Concession Agreements pertaining to EDC and FPII. Intangible assets decreased by 99%, or P30.6
billion, to P428 million due to disposal through the sale of FPII and deconsolidation of EDC and FGHPC.

Pension asset increased by 177%
Pension assets increased by 177%, or P560 million, to P877 million due to the contribution in excess of
pension cost.
Deferred tax assets decreased by 99%
Deferred tax assets decreased by 99%, or P7.0 billion, to P53 million due to the deconsolidation of EDC.
Other noncurrent assets increased by 19%
Other noncurrent assets increased by 19%, or P2.0 billion, to P12.5 billion due to advances made by FGPC
to its minority shareholder amounting to $98.8 million. This was reduced by the deconsolidation of EDC
(other noncurrent assets last year amounted to P1.4 billion) and sale of FPII (of which other noncurrent
assets last year amounted to P1.5 billion).
Loans payable decreased by 99%
Loans payable decreased by 99%, or P22.4 billion, to P270 million. The decrease was due to the full
settlement of First Gen’s Bridge Loans and deconsolidation of EDC. The P270 million loans payable
balance pertains to Philec and Fedcor’s short-term loans.
Trade payables and other current liabilities decreased by 31%
Trade payables and other current liabilities decreased by 31%, or P5.2 billion, to P11.7 billion. The
decrease was due to the deconsolidation of EDC and sale of FPII, and lower trade payables of FGPC and
FGP as a result of lower fuel prices and dispatch. The other units, namely, First Philec and FBI, all
reported higher trade payables resulting from the increase in their respective business activities.
Income tax payable decreased by 27%
Income tax payable decreased by 27%, or P159 million, to P422 million mainly due to the deconsolidation
of EDC.
Bonds payable, including current portion, increased by 6%
Bonds payable totaled P17.9 billion, higher by 6% or P982 million compared to the previous year mainly
due to the accretion of the convertible bonds. Of the total bonds payable, First Gen’s P5.0 billion bonds
will fall due on July 2010.
Obligations to Gas Seller, including current portion, decreased by 74%
Obligation to Gas Sellers totaled P444 million, lower by 74% or P1.3 billion compared to the previous
year. The decrease was due to payments made in accordance with the Payment Deferral Agreement (PDA)
between First Gen and the Gas Sellers.
Deferred payment facility with PSALM, including current portion, decreased by 100%
Deferred payment facility to PSALM was reduced to zero as a result of the deconsolidation of FGHPC.
The amount stands for the obligation to Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation
(PSALM) under the Asset Purchase Agreement (APA) for the purchase of the 112 MW PantabanganMasiway Hydro Electric Power Plant payable in 14 semi-annual installments at 12% interest compounded
annually.

Long-term debt, including current portion, decreased by 43%
Long-term debt, including current portion decreased by 43%, or P37.9 billion, to P49.8 billion, due to the
deconsolidation of EDC, (resulting in reduction of EDC and Red Vulcan’s loans totaling US$848.9 million
last year), sale of FPII and principal payments on FPHC and FGP’s loans. These were augmented by the
fund raising activities during the intervening period: (1) net increase in FGPC’s loans after its $544.0
million refinancing in November 2008; (2) Unified Holdings raised P5.6 billion in corporate notes in
March 2009; and (3) First Philec Solar Corp’s loans.
Royalty fee payable decreased by 100%
This account pertains to the royalty fees due to the Department of Energy (DOE) and Local Government
Units under the service contracts entered into by EDC with DOE. Royalty fee payable was reduced to zero
as a result of the deconsolidation of EDC.
Obligations to power plant contractors decreased by 100%
This account pertains to the balance of the obligations to the power plant contractors in connection with the
construction of the geothermal power plants in some of EDC’s geothermal service contract areas.
Obligations to power plant contractors was, likewise, reduced to zero as a result of the deconsolidation of
EDC.
Derivative liabilities increased by 2336%
The derivative liabilities of P1.9 billion pertains to the recognition of derivative liability in relation to the
hedged portion of the loans availed in November 2008 and higher derivative liabilities on the Convertible
Bonds.
Deferred tax liabilities decreased by 88%
Deferred tax liabilities decreased by 88%, or P5.7 billion, to P785 million due to the deconsolidation of
EDC and sale of FPII.
Retirement benefit liability decreased by 82%
Retirement benefit liability decreased by 82%, or P1.2 billion, to P266 million mainly due to the
deconsolidation of EDC.
Other noncurrent liabilities decreased by 13%
Other noncurrent liabilities decreased by 13%, or P627 million, to P4.4 billion mainly due to the
deconsolidation of EDC.
Total equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent increased by 9%
Total equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent increased by 9%, or P2.9 billion, to P34.4 billion.
The following major items brought about the net increase in equity attributable to equity holders of the
Parent:
(1) Unrealized fair value gains on available for sale investments of a subsidiary (EDC) decreased by
76% to P27 million. Likewise, share in unrealized fair value gains on available for sale
investments of an associate (Meralco) decreased by 89% to P2 million. The decrease was due to
the sale of AFS investments.

(2) Negative Cumulative translation adjustment (CTA) increased by 52%, or P4.5 billion, to P13.2
billion. Upon adoption of PAS 21, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates, the
functional and presentation currency of the First Gen Group, First Sumiden Realty Inc., First
Private Power Corp., and First Sumiden Circuits, Inc. was changed from Philippine peso to U.S.
Dollar on a retroactive basis and prior year consolidated financial statements were restated. The
capitalized foreign exchange differences arising from the U.S. Dollar-denominated obligations
were eliminated in the translation process without negatively affecting the retained earnings. For
the purposes of consolidating the accounts of First Gen to the First Holdings Group consolidated
financial statements, the accounts of First Gen were translated to Philippine peso, which is the
Parent Company’s presentation currency. Any exchange differences from retranslation was taken
directly as cumulative translation adjustments. Share in cumulative translation adjustments of
associates, went down by 104%, or P176 million, to a negative CTA of P7.0 million.
(3) In 2008, First Holdings Group changed its accounting for acquisition of minority interest from
parent entity concept method to entity concept method to be aligned with the preferred method of
accounting as provided for under PFRS 3 ( R ) and to be consistent with the accounting policy
adopted by First Gen Group, its major operating subsidiary. Under this method, the difference
between the fair value of the consideration and the net book value of the net assets acquired is
presented as equity. The change was accounted for retrospectively and 2007 consolidated
financial statements have been restated. The change resulted in the reversal of gain on dilution
amounting to P2.7 billion recognized in the 2006 consolidated statement of income related to the
dilution of First Holdings’ interest in First Gen Group as a result of the latter’s public offering of
its common shares. This was recorded as an adjustment to Equity Reserve account in the
consolidated Balance Sheet. The 34% decrease, or P893 million, to P1.8 billion was a result of
First Gen’s divestment of its 60% interest in FGHPC.
(4) Retained earnings increased by 30%, or P8.5 billion, to P37.2 billion due to the income earned
during the intervening period.

Minority interest decreased by 55%
Minority interest decreased by 55%, or P27.0 billion, to P22.2 billion due to the deconsolidation of EDC, as
well as from the sale of FPII in 2008.
PFRS requires changes in the presentation of minority interests in the consolidated balance sheets and
consolidated statements of income. Minority interest is now presented as a footnote in the Statement of
income and as part of Equity in the consolidated financial statements.

SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 COMPARED TO DECEMBER 31, 2008
Financial Condition
As of September 30, 2009 FPHC Group’s unaudited consolidated assets totaled P144.5 billion. This is
lower by 36% compared with the audited December 31, 2008 balance of P227.0 billion.
As earlier mentioned, on May 12, 2009, Prime Terracota Holdings Corp. (Prime Terracota) approved the
issuance of Class “B” preferred shares at par value to the Lopez Inc. Retirement Fund (LIRF) and Quialex
Realty Corporation (QRC). Prime Terracota is the effective 60% voting/40% economic owner of Energy
Development Corporation through its subsidiary Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation (Red Vulcan). Prior to
its issuance of preferred shares to LIRF and QRC, Prime Terracota was a wholly-owned subsidiary of First
Gen. With the issuance of the preferred shares, First Gen’s voting interest in Prime Terracota is now
reduced to 45%, with the balance taken up by LIRF (40%) and QRC (15%). This transaction triggered the

deconsolidation of Prime Terracota, Red Vulcan, EDC and FGHPC in First Gen’s consolidated financial
statements as of September 30, 2009.
Cash and cash equivalents increased by 17%
Cash and cash equivalents increased by 17%, or P3.0 billion, to P20.9 billion due to fundraising activities
conducted during the first half of this year and proceeds from the sale of the 20% interest in Meralco.
These were reduced by the payments of principals and interest on loans, as well as working capital
purposes.
Short-term cash investments decreased by 100%
This account consists of short-term placements made for period of more than three months. The P1.9
billion short-term placements of FPHC in December were terminated.
Trade and other receivables – net decreased by 14%
This account consists of trade receivables, cost of estimated earnings in excess of billings on uncompleted
contract of FBI and others. Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on 30 days’ terms.
Trade and other receivables decreased by 14%, or P1.4 billion, to P8.4 billion mainly due to the
deconsolidation of EDC. Trade and other receivables of EDC amounted to P5.4 billion in December 2008.
The decrease was tempered by the higher trade receivables of FGPC and FGP.
Long-term receivables, including current portion, decreased by 99%
This account consists of EDC’s concession receivables arising from its service contract agreement with the
Philippine government, receivables from Meralco for annual deficiency arising from FGPC and FGP’s gas
take-or-pay receivables and others. Total long-term receivables (both current and non-current) amounted to
P498 million, lower by 99%, or P33.8 billion, against the year-end level (P34.3 billion), again due to the
deconsolidation of EDC. The P498 million balance pertain to receivables from Meralco on the Gas TOP.
Inventories – decreased by 33%
Inventories decreased by 33%, or P1.8 billion, to P3.8 billion due to mainly due to spare parts and supplies
inventory pertaining to EDC.
Available for sale (AFS) financial assets decreased by 100%
This account consists of quoted and unquoted equity and proprietary membership share investments of
EDC. The absence of AFS financial assets as of September 30, 2009 was again due to deconsolidation –
year-end AFS financial assets of EDC amounted to P674 million.
Derivative assets and derivative liabilities decreased by 100% and 33%, respectively
The December 31 balance of derivative assets of P614 million and (current portion of) derivative liability
of P54 million pertains to EDC’s forward contracts to hedge a portion of Miyazawa I loan. The
deconsolidation of EDC brought about the reduced balance.
The non-current portion of derivative liabilities, amounting to P1.9 billion, pertains to the recognition of
derivative liability in relation to the hedged portion of the loans availed in November 2008.
Other current assets – decreased by 19%
Other current assets decreased by 19%, or P726 million, to P3.0 billion due to the deconsolidation of EDC.
Prepayments made FBI tempered the decrease.

Noncurrent assets held for sale decreased by 100%
Noncurrent assets held for sale consist of the land and other properties owned by EDC in Fort Bonifacio
that will be sold to PNOC. The total lot area of the land is 29,291 square meters with a carrying value of
P1.8 billion as of December 31, 2008. This was presented as part of non-current assets held for sale since
EDC’s view is that the sale will be concluded in 2009 given the intent of PNOC. The absence of
noncurrent assets held for sale as of September 30, 2009 was due to the deconsolidation of EDC.
Investments at equity and deposits increased by 124%
With the reduction in the voting interest of First Gen in Prime Terracota, First Gen’s investment in Prime
Terracota is now accounted for using the equity method in the consolidated financial statements. This
necessitates the adjustment in the investments at equity and deposits account taking into consideration
accumulated equity, dividend income and others. The increase in investments at equity and deposits by
124% (P33.8 billion) to P61.2 billion was mainly driven by the carrying value of First Gen’s investment in
Prime Terracota (EDC’s Parent) amounting to $1.0 billion, reduced by the investment cost (of P12.0
billion) of the 20% interest in Meralco sold by FPII.
Property, plant and equipment decreased by 21%
Property, plant and equipment (net) decreased by 21%, or P7.7 billion, to P29.8 billion due to the
deconsolidation of EDC (fixed assets amounted to P1.9 billion as of year-end) as well as the sell down to
40% of First Gen Hydro Power Corp. (fixed assets amounted to P4.1 billion as of year-end).
Goodwill decreased by 99%
Goodwill decreased by 99%, or P45.3 billion, to P297 million, due to the deconsolidation of EDC and
FGHPC. Previous year’s goodwill is attributable to three of First Gen’s subsidiaries, namely, EDC, FGPC
and FGHPC. With the deconsolidation of EDC and FGHPC, only that of FGPC’s goodwill remains.
Intangible assets decreased by 97%
This account includes: water rights from the Pantabangan reservoir for the generation of electricity,
construction cost (pipeline rights) of the natural gas pipeline facility connecting the natural gas supplier’s
refinery to FGP’s power plant including incidental transfer costs incurred in connection with the transfer of
ownership of the pipeline facility to the natural gas supplier, and intangible assets recognized under the
Service Concession Agreements pertaining to EDC and FPII. Intangible assets decreased by 97%, or P15.7
billion, to P428 million due to disposal through the sale of FPII, and deconsolidation of EDC and FGHPC.
Pension assets increased by 65%
Pension assets increased by 65%, or P344 million, to P877 million due to the contribution to the pension
fund.
Deferred tax assets decreased by 99%
Deferred tax assets decreased by 99%, or P8.3 billion, to P53 million mainly due to the deconsolidation of
EDC.
Loans payable decreased by 97%
Loans payable decreased by 97%, or P9.3 billion, to P270 million, due to the full settlement of First Gen’s
Bridge Loan. The P270 million loans payable outstanding pertains to Philec and Fedcor’s short-term loans.

Trade payables decreased by 11%
Trade payables decreased by 11%, or P1.5 billion, to P11.7 billion due to the deconsolidation of EDC,
partly offset by the higher trade payables of FGPC and FGP.
Income tax payable increased by 169%
Income tax payable increased by 169%, or P265 million, to P422 million due to the increase in taxable
income during the current period.
Bonds payable, including the current portion, increased by 4%
Bonds payable increased by 4%, or P646 million, to P17.9 billion due to accretion of the Convertible
Bonds. Of the total bonds payable, First Gen’s P5.0 billion bonds will fall due on July 2010.

Obligations to Gas Seller decreased by 75%
Obligation to Gas Sellers totaled P444 million, lower by 75% or P1.3 billion, compared to the year-end
level. The decrease was due to payments made in accordance with the Payment Deferral Agreement (PDA)
between First Gen and the Gas Sellers.
Deferred payment facility with PSALM, including current portion, decreased by 100%
Deferred payment facility to PSALM was reduced to zero as a result of the deconsolidation of FGHPC.
The amount stands for the obligation to Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation
(PSALM) under the Asset Purchase Agreement (APA) for the purchase of the 112 MW PantabanganMasiway Hydro Electric Power Plant payable in 14 semi-annual installments at 12% interest compounded
annually.
Long-term debt, including current portion, decreased by 49%
Long-term debt, including current portion decreased by 49%, or P47.1 billion, to P49.8 billion due to the
deconsolidation of EDC, (resulting in reduction of EDC and Red Vulcan’s loans totaling US$904.6 million
last December) as well as principal payments made by FPH, First Gen (Parent) and FGP. These were
augmented by the P5.6 billion in corporate notes raised by Unified Holdings in March 2009.

Royalty fee payable decreased by 100%
This account pertains to the royalty fees due to the Department of Energy (DOE) and Local Government
Units under the service contracts entered into by EDC with DOE. Royalty fee payable was reduced to zero
as a result of the deconsolidation of EDC.
Obligations to power plant contractors decreased by 100%
This account pertains to the balance of the obligations to the power plant contractors in connection with the
construction of the geothermal power plants in some of EDC’s geothermal service contract areas.
Obligations to power plant contractors was, likewise, reduced to zero as a result of the deconsolidation of
EDC.
Deferred tax liabilities decreased by 87%
Deferred tax liabilities decreased by 87%, or P5.4 billion, to P785.0 million due to foreign exchange
movements on foreign currency denominated loans, as well as due to the deconsolidation of EDC.

Retirement benefit liability decreased by 82%
Retirement benefit liability decreased by 82%, or P1.2 billion, to P266 million due to the deconsolidation of
EDC.
Other noncurrent liabilities increased by 14%
Other noncurrent liabilities increased by 14%, or P535 million, to P4.4 billion due to the recognition of
additional unearned revenues pertaining to payments of Meralco on the gas take-or-pay obligations.
Share in unrealized fair value gains on available for sale investments decreased by 83%
Share in unrealized fair value gains on available for sale investments decreased by 83%, or P10 million, to
P2 million due to the disposal of AFS investments.
Negative Cumulative Translation adjustments increased by 8%
Negative Cumulative translation adjustment (CTA) increased by 8%, or P924 million, to P13.2 billion.
Upon adoption of PAS 21, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates, the functional and
presentation currency of the First Gen Group, First Sumiden Realty Inc., First Private Power Corp., and
First Sumiden Circuits, Inc. was changed from Philippine peso to U.S. Dollar on a retroactive basis and
prior year consolidated financial statements were restated. The capitalized foreign exchange differences
arising from the U.S. Dollar-denominated obligations were eliminated in the translation process without
negatively affecting the retained earnings. For the purposes of consolidating the accounts of First Gen to
the First Holdings Group consolidated financial statements, the accounts of First Gen were translated to
Philippine peso, which is the Parent Company’s presentation currency. Any exchange differences from
retranslation was taken directly as cumulative translation adjustments.
Retained earnings increased by 25%
Retained earnings increased by 25%, or P7.5 billion, to P37.2 billion due to income earned during the
period.
Minority interest decreased by 46%
Minority interest decreased by 46%, or P19.1 billion, to P22.2 billion due to the deconsolidation of EDC.
PFRS requires changes in the presentation of minority interests in the consolidated balance sheets and
consolidated statements of income. Minority interest is now presented as a footnote in the Statement of
income and as part of Equity in the consolidated financial statements.

Key Performance Indicators
The following are the key performance indicators for the Company:
September 30
2008

2009
Financial ratios
Return on average stockholders’ equity (%)
Long-term debt (net) to total equity ratio
Long-term debt (net) to equity attributable to
equity holders of the parent ratio
Current ratio
Earnings (Loss) Per Share (diluted)
Book value per share (common)

16%
.80

0.4%
.85

1.13
1.78
P12.619
P82.19

1.77
0.75
P0.100
P69.48

Return on average equity increased from 0.4% in 2008 to 16% this year as the Company’s net income went up by
P7.692B (4,931%). The net income for the period increased due mainly to recognition of P7.2B gain from sale of
Meralco. The Company posted a net income of P156M for the same period in 2008.
The ratio of Long-term debt (excluding current portion but including Bonds) to Total Equity slightly decreased from
0.85:1.00 in 2008 to .80:1.00. Long-term debt (excluding current portion) decreased by P20.1B (25%) due to payment,
sale of the tollways business, deconsolidation of EDC, as well as the reclassification of First Gen’s bonds payable due
July 2010 to current portion. The decrease in Stockholders’ Equity was slightly lower, at P19.4B (21%) to P75.1 billion,
due largely to lower minority interests as a result of the deconsolidation of EDC. Long-term debt (excluding current
portion but including Bonds) to Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent decreased from 1.77:1.00 in 2008 to
1.13:1.00.
Current ratio went up from 0.75:1.00 in 2008 to 1.78:1.00 this year due to the larger decrease in current liabilities by
P47.5B (70%), vis-à-vis the decrease in current assets, by P14.6B (-28%). The decrease in current liabilities was
attributed to the full settlement of First Gen’s Bridge Loans and the deconsolidation of EDC.
Earnings per common share (diluted) went up from P0.100 in 2008 to P12.619 as the Company’s net earnings
available to common shareholders increased from P60M income last year to P7.472B.
Book value per common share went up from P69.48 in 2008 to P82.19 this year. The increase was brought about by
the earnings in 2009 which helped improved the net asset value of the Company.

Formula
Return on Average Stockholders’ Equity reflects how much the firm has earned on the
funds invested by the shareholders
Long-term Debt (*) to Equity Ratio measures the company’s financial leverage
(*) excluding current portion

Net Income
Average SHE

Long-term Debt
Stockholders’ Equity

Current Ratio indicator of company’s ability to pay short-term
obligations

Current Assets
Current Liabilities

Earnings Per Share the portion of company’s profit allocated to each
outstanding share of common stock

Net Income
No. of Shares Outstanding

Book Value Per Share measure used by owners of common shares in
a firm to determine the level of safety
associated with each individual share after all debts are paid

Stockholders’ Equity (Adjusted)
No. of Shares Outstanding

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:
FIRST GEN (Consolidated)
First Gen Consolidated
Current ratio
Return on assets
Long-term debt plus noncurrent liabilities /
Equity ratio (times)
Debt ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio (times)

2009
1.27
3.37%

2008
0.61
3.45%

1.60

1.09

0.67
1.08

0.69
1.02

•

Favorable variance in Current ratio was due mainly to the decrease in current liabilities because of
the payment of bridge loans.

•

Favorable variance in Long term debt to equity ratio is due mainly to the increase in equity and
total assets due to the deposits for future stock subscription received from FPHC and increase in
retained earnings from earnings earned during the period.

•

Unfavorable variance in Return on assets and Revenue to total assets is due to decrease in gross
revenues in 2009; the gross revenues in 2008 include the unrealized foreign exchange gain and
mark-to-market gain on derivatives.

FIRST GAS POWER CORPORATION
FGPC (Santa Rita)
Current ratio
Return on assets
Long-term debt plus noncurrent liabilities /
Equity ratio (times)
Debt ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio (percentage)

2009
1.89
5.73%

2008
1.52
6.79%

2.96

.68

78.57%
72:28

56.03%
35:65

•

Increase in Current ratio was brought about by lower current liabilities due to lower current
portion of long-term debt as a result of the FGPC refinancing, lower payables to the gas sellers
due to lower plant dispatch and gas prices, and the scheduled payments of the gas take-or-pay
obligations. These were partially offset by lower current assets as a result utilization of
prepaid taxes and the consumption of liquid fuel.

•

Unfavorable variance in Return on assets ratio resulted from higher total assets primarily due
to the advances to shareholders.

•

Unfavorable variance in Long-term debt to Equity ratio was due to higher long-term debt as
result of the FGPC refinancing and the recognition of the derivative liability arising from the
mark-to-market valuation of the interest rate swap agreement (which was designated as
hedging instruments). The decrease in total equity was due to lower income earned, higher
cash dividend distribution and the recognition of a “Cumulative translation adjustment”
account which includes the effective portion of the changes in fair value of the hedging
instrument.

•

The increase in Debt ratio was due to higher long-term debt, partially offset by higher total assets
primarily due to the advances to shareholders.

•

Debt to Equity ratio has significantly increased due to the substantial increase of long-term debt
as a result of the FGPC refinancing and the decrease in total equity as discussed above.

FGP CORP.
FGP (San Lorenzo)
Current ratio
Return on assets
Long-term debt plus noncurrent liabilities /
Equity ratio (times)
Debt ratio
Debt to equity ratio (times)

2009
1.76
9.87%

2008
1.78
9.07%

0.89

1.00

56.47%
1.30

59.91%
1.49

•

Slight decrease in Current ratio was mainly due to the following: [i] lower cash balance due to
higher cash dividends and payment of liquid fuel purchased last April and June 2009; [ii] lower
outstanding receivables from Meralco due to lower average gas prices, plant dispatch and NDC
levels; and [iii] application of prepaid taxes in the 2008 and 2009 VAT payables.

•

Favorable variance in Return on assets was primarily brought about by the decrease in total assets
due to the following: [i] decrease in cash balance due to payments of cash dividends and purchased
liquid fuel; [ii] lower outstanding receivables from Meralco; [iii] decrease in the gas-take-or-pay
receivables from Meralco due to the scheduled payments; [iv] decrease in Prepaid gas account as a
result of the full recovery of banked gas pertaining to CDIP gas; [v] one-year depreciation and
amortization of fixed assets and pipeline rights; and [vi] application of prepaid taxes. However,
the favorable variance was offset by lower net income during the period due to the expiry of the
income tax holiday in February 2009.

•

Favorable variance in Long-term debt to equity ratio was mainly due to the scheduled loan
payments offset by the decrease in retained earnings resulting from lower net income and higher
cash dividend payments during the period.

•

Favorable variance in Debt ratio was mainly due to the decrease in loans brought about by
scheduled loan payments. This was offset by the decrease in cash, trade receivables, prepaid gas,
depreciation and amortization of fixed assets and pipeline rights, and the application of prepaid
taxes.

•

Favorable variance in total Debt to Equity ratio was brought about by the decrease in loans offset
by the decrease in retained earnings resulting from lower net income and higher cash dividend
payments during the period.

FG BUKIDNON

As of and for the periods ended
September 30
(in PHP thousands)
Operating revenues
Operating income
Net income
Total Assets
Total Current Liabilities
Other Liabilities
Total Equity

2009
(Unaudited)

2008
(Unaudited)

31,954
16,516
11,884
142,227
8,498
7,443
126,286

29,646
14,463
9,372
129,263
8,706
6,452
114,105

FG Bukidnon’s revenues, operating income and net income for the nine months of 2009 increased as
compared to same period of 2008 due to relatively higher plant dispatch, minimal plant outages and
better level of water supply.
Total assets as of September 30, 2009 increased due to accumulation of cash from operations.
Total liabilities as of September 30, 2009 slightly increased due to the accrual of asset retirement
obligations and the set-up of retirement liability.

Total equity likewise increased mainly due to the higher net income earned during the period.

FG Bukidnon
Current ratio
Return on assets
Debt ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio (times)

2009

2008

4.93
8.35%
11.21%
0.13

3.54
7.25%
11.73%
0.13

EDC (through Red Vulcan)
Following is the condensed parent company financial information of EDC:
As of and for the periods ended
September 30
(In PHP millions)
Revenues
Foreign exchange gains (losses)
Income before income tax
Net income
Total current assets
Total noncurrent assets
Total current liabilities
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total equity

2009
(Unaudited)

2008
(Unaudited)

14,987.5
200.9
4,453.6
1,098.8
20,663.3
50,933.6
18,866.6
22,538.1
30,192.2

13,921.3
(5,171.7)
3,670.4
2,505.9
16,058.8
48,912.9
12,455.6
20,367.1
32,149.0

EDC’s parent company total assets as of September 30, 2009 of P71,596.9 million was 10.2%, or
P6,625.2 million higher than the September 30, 2008 level of P64,971.7 million.
EDC’s parent company net income for the first nine months of 2009 decreased by 56.2% to P1,098.8
million as compared to P2,505.9 million the same period in 2008. Total revenues for the period ended
September 30, 2009 was higher by P1,066.2 million in comparison to same period last year’s
P13,921.3 million primarily due to increased inflation indices for its steam and electricity tariffs by
P0.0622/kWh and P0.2711/kWh, respectively and an increase in revenue from the drilling services
rendered in Lihir, Papua New Guinea by P99.0 million.
During the period, there was an increase in operating expenses due to the implementation of steam
augmentation projects in various steam fields, maintenance of field facilities, work-over of geothermal
wells and an increase in interest expense and financing charges mainly due to the availment of the IFC
loan in January 2009 and other short-term loans. Provision for income tax increased by P2,190.3
million as compared to same period last year of P1,164.5 million due to the one-time non-cash writedown of about P2.96 billion of deferred tax assets with the implementation of the Renewable Energy
Act. The net income for the period includes the effect of unrealized foreign exchange loss of P161.5
million from the translation to Philippine peso of the Japanese Yen and U.S. dollar-denominated loans
using the September 30, 2009 closing rates. The loss is markedly lower when compared to the same
period last year’s unrealized foreign exchange loss of P3,475.5 million.

EDC (Parent company only)
Current Ratio
Debt-to-Equity Ratio
Net Debt-to-Equity Ratio
Return on Assets (%)
Return on Equity (%)

2009
1.10:1
1.22:1
0.83:1
1.57
3.60

2008
1.29:1
0.82:1
0.71:1
3.85
7.48

FG Hydro
As of and for the periods ended
September 30
(in PHP thousands)
Operating revenues
Operating income
Net income
Total current assets
Total noncurrent assets
Total current liabilities
Other liabilities
Total equity

2009
(Unaudited)

2008
(Unaudited)

1,004,450
582,743
290,210
484,514
7,174,285
1,443,446
2,214,809
4,000,543

1,174,534
718,634
147,237
565,563
6,477,098
599,951
2,678,273
3,764,437

FG Hydro generated revenues of =
P1,004.5 million for the nine-month period ended September 30,
2009, 14.5% lower than revenues of =
P1,174.5 million for the same period in 2008. The unfavorable
variance was mainly on account of the combined effects of lower dispatch due to lower irrigation
requirements and the rehabilitation of PAHEP’s Unit 1, and lower spot prices in the WESM driven by
lower demand levels during the later part of the second quarter. In contrast, the appreciation of the
Peso resulted to markedly lower unrealized foreign exchange losses of P
=3.8 million for the nine-month
period ended September 30, 2009, compared with losses of =
P362.2 million for the same period in 2008.
This fully offset the unfavorable variance in revenues. Overall, FG Hydro posted a net income of =
P
290.2 million for the nine-month period ended September 30, 2009, almost twice the =
P147.2 million
reported income for the same period in 2008.
Total assets for the same period stood at =
P7,658.8 million, 8.7% higher than the 2008 level of =
P7,042.7
million. The favorable variance was mainly due to higher capital expenditures resulting from the ongoing Pantabangan refurbishment and upgrade project, though partly offset by depreciation and
amortization charges and lower cash balances during the period.
As of September 30, 2009, total liabilities stood at =
P3,658.3 million, 11.6% higher than the 2008 level
of P
=3,278.2 million. The increase in liabilities was mainly due to the P
=422.4 million increase in
advances from affiliates and the P
=368.5 million accrual of milestone payments for the rehabilitation
project. The unfavorable variances were partly offset by the continuous pay down of the PSALM
liability.
Total equity as of September 30, 2009 of =
P4,000.5 million is 6.3% higher compared to the September
2008 level of =
P3,764.4 million.
FG Hydro (Pantabangan-Masiway)
Current ratio
Return on assets
Long-term debt plus noncurrent liabilities /
Equity ratio (times)
Debt ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio (times)

2009
0.34:1
3.79%
0.67
47.77%
0.91

2008
0.94:1
2.09%
0.82
46.55%
0.87

BPPC
As of and for the periods ended
September 30
(in USD thousands)
Revenues
Net income
Total Assets
Debt – net of debt issuance costs
Other Liabilities
Total Equity

2009
(Unaudited)

2008
(Unaudited)

15,828
9,908
70,839
–
9,885
60,954

21,458
8,514
102,023
7,000
19,403
75,621

Operating revenues during the period were lower than the same period last year by US$5.63 million
because of (a) the impact of IFRIC 12 on the treatment of revenues, and (b) lower plant dispatch.
However, net income was higher because of lower provisions for income tax.
Total assets decreased by US$31.18 million with the amortization of Concession receivables under
IFRIC 12. Other liabilities decreased because of the deferred tax asset position of BPPC as of
September 30, 2009 and lower income tax payable. BPPC likewise prepaid its medium-term bank loan
in January 2009. Retained Earnings decreased due to the US$14.0 million in dividends paid during the
period.
BPPC (Bauang)
2009
Current ratio
18.77
Return on assets
13.99%
Long-term debt plus noncurrent liabilities / Equity
10.47%
ratio (times)
Debt ratio
13.95%
Debt-to-equity ratio (times)
0.16

Key Performance Indicators

2008
7.45
8.35%
23.25%
25.88%
0.35

Details
Calculated by dividing current assets over current liabilities. This ratio
Current Ratio
measures the company's ability to pay short-term obligations.
Calculated by dividing net income over total assets. This ratio measures
Return on Assets
how the company utilizes its resources to generate profits.
Calculated by dividing long-term debt and noncurrent liabilities over
Long-term Debt Plus Noncurrent
total stockholders' equity. This ratio measures the company's
Liabilities / Equity Ratio (times)
financial leverage.
Calculated by dividing total liabilities over total assets. This ratio
Debt Ratio
measures the percentage of funds provided by the creditors to the
projects.
Calculated by dividing total liabilities over total equity. This ratio
Total Debt-to-Equity Ratio
measures the percentage of funds provided by the creditors.
Calculated by dividing the total interest-bearing debts less cash & cash
equivalents over total equity. This measures the company’s
Net Debt-to-Equity Ratio
financial leverage and stability. A negative net debt-to-equity ratio
means that the total cash and cash equivalents exceeds interestbearing liabilities.
Calculated by dividing total long-term debt over total equity. This ratio
Debt-to-equity ratio (percentage)
measures the percentage of funds provided by the lenders.

Other Financial Information
(i) Any known trends, demands, commitments, events or uncertainties that will have a material impact on the
issuer’s liquidity.
Last July 9, 2009. The Board of Directors of First Philippine Holdings Corp. (“FPHC”) declared and
approved cash dividends on the P4.3 billion Series B Preferred Shares. Shareholders of record of Series B
Preferred Shares as of July 24, 2009 were entitled to the cash dividends, which were to be payable on July
31, 2009. The gross cash dividends paid was P187,546,650 based on the annual rate of 8.7231%. The
preferred cash dividend per share is P4.3615500.
Last July 14, 2009, First Philippine Utilities Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of FPHC executed a
Share Purchase Agreement (“SPA”) with Pilipino Telephone Corporation covering the sale for Philippine
Pesos Twenty Billion Seventy Million (P20,070,000,000.00) of a total of Two Hundred Twenty Three
Million (223,000,000) common shares or approximately Twenty Percent (20%) of the outstanding capital
stock of Meralco. The sale was in accordance with the investment and cooperation agreement earlier
entered into by FPHC with PLDT.
Last July 21, 2009, FPHC completed a pro rata early redemption payment to the Noteholders of its Floating
Rate Corporate Notes due October 2012 for the Dollar Tranche Notes and October 2014 for the Peso
Tranche Notes. FPHC paid down 50% of the debt or a total amount of about P6.9 billion to the relevant
Noteholders.
Last August 13, 2009, FPHC made a deposit for future stock subscriptions in the total amount of P5.3
billion in the power generation subsidiary, First Gen Corporation.
Last August 20, 2009, FPHC acquired the 24.5%stake of Benpres Holdings Corporation in Rockwell Land
Corporation for P1.5 Billion. As a result of the acquisition, FPHC now owns 49% of Rockwell, while
Meralco owns the remaining 51%.
On October 22, 2009, FPH Fund, a wholly owned subsidiary of FPHC, prepaid the remaining $7.25 million
principal loan with Standard Bank Asia Limited.
On November 5, 2009, FPHC entered into an agreement with Metro Pacific Investments Corporation
("MPIC") which includes the provision of a short term loan by MPIC to FPHC or its designated subsidiary
in the amount of P11.20B. FPHC has also agreed to grant a call option exercisable on or before March 31,
2010 to MPIC over approximately 74.700 million common shares (the "Shares") of FPHC in Meralco. The
Shares are equivalent to around 6.7% of the total outstanding common shares of Meralco. The exercise price
is Php300 per Share.
(ii) Any events that will trigger direct or contingent financial obligation that is material to the company,
including any default or acceleration of an obligation.
The registrant’s current financing arrangements include standard provisions relating to events of default.
Any breach of the loan covenants or material adverse change may result in an event of default.
(iii) All material off-balance sheet transactions, arrangements, obligations (including contingent obligations),
and other relationships of the company with unconsolidated entities or other persons created during the
reporting period.
The company did not enter into any material off-balance sheet transactions, arrangements, obligations
(including contingent obligations), and other relationships with unconsolidated entities or other persons
during the reporting period.

(iv) Any material commitments for capital expenditures, the general purpose of such commitments, and the
expected sources of funds for such expenditures should be described.
There are no material commitments for capital expenditures except as otherwise disclosed or discussed
herein.
(v) Any known trends, events or uncertainties that have had or that are reasonably expected to have a material
impact on net sales or revenues or income from continuing operations.
There are no known trends, events or uncertainties that have had or that are reasonably expected to have a
material impact on net sales or revenues or income from continuing operations except as otherwise disclosed
or discussed herein.
(vi) Any significant elements of income or loss that did not arise from the registrant’s continuing operations.
During the period, there are no significant elements of income or loss that did not arise from the registrants’
continuing operations.

PART II--OTHER INFORMATION
The Company has no other information that needs to be disclosed other than disclosures made under SEC Form 17-C
or as discussed herein.
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First Philippine Holdings Corporation
and Subsidiaries
Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements
September 30, 2009 and 2008

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2
(In Millions)

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables - net
Current portion of long-term receivables
Inventories
Available-for-sale financial assets
Other current assets
Noncurrent assets held for sale
Total Current Assets

P20,913
8,359
498
3,802
2,999
36,571
36,571

P19,220
15,156
4,664
5,601
693
3,987
49,321
1,812
51,133

P1,693
(6,797)
(4,166)
(1,799)
(693)
(988)
(12,750)
(1,812)
(14,562)

9%
-45%
-89%
-32%
-100%
-25%
-26%
-100%
-28%

Noncurrent Assets
Long term receivables - net of current portion
Investments at equity and deposits
Investment properties - net
Property, plant and equipment - net
Goodwill
Intangible assets
Pension asset
Deferred tax assets
Other noncurrent assets - net
Total Noncurrent Assets

61,234
2,683
29,801
297
428
877
53
12,538
107,911

30,526
28,923
2,499
37,236
45,616
31,068
317
7,043
10,548
193,776

(30,526)
32,311
184
(7,435)
(45,319)
(30,640)
560
(6,990)
1,990
(85,865)

-100%
112%
7%
-20%
-99%
-99%
177%
-99%
19%
-44%

P144,482

P244,909

-P100,427

-41%

P270
11,686
422

P22,693
16,896
581

(P22,423)
(5,210)
(159)

-99%
-31%
-27%

4,983
444

1,261

4,983
(817)

100%
-65%

2,781
-

425
24,631
1,409
174

(425)
(21,850)
(1,409)
(174)

-100%
-89%
-100%
-100%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Loans payable
Trade payables and other current liabilities
Income tax payable
Current portion of:
Bonds payable
Obligation to Gas Sellers
Deferred payment facility with Power Sector Assets and
Liabilities Management Corporation (PSALM)
Long-term debt
Royalty fee payable
Obligation to power contractors

Total Current Liabilities

20,586

68,070

(47,484)

-70%

(Forward)
September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2
(In Millions)
Noncurrent Liabilities
Bonds payable
Long-term debt - net of current portion
Derivative liabilities - net of current portion
Deferred payment facility with PSALM - net of current portion
Obligation to gas sellers - net of current portion
Deferred tax liabilities
Retirement benefit liability
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Common stock
Preferred stock
Subscriptions receivable
Parent company preferred shares held
by a consolidated subsidiary
Capital in excess of par value
Unrealized fair value gains on available-for-sale investments
Share in unrealized fair value gains on available-for-sale
investments of an associate
Cumulative translation adjustments
Share in cumulative translation adjustments of associates
Equity reserve
Excess of acquisition cost over carrying value of minority intere
Retained earnings
Total Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Minority Interests
Total Equity

12,912
46,985
1,949
785
266
4,350
67,247

16,913
63,068
80
2,665
441
6,477
1,482
4,977
96,103

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

(4,001)
(16,083)
1,869
(2,665)
(441)
(5,692)
(1,216)
(627)
(28,856)

5,913
6,300
(4)

5,903
6,300
(4)

(2,000)
3,662
27

(2,000)
3,628
112

34
(85)

0%
1%
-76%

2
(13,160)
(7)
1,760
(5,234)
37,152
34,411

19
(8,666)
169
2,653
(5,234)
28,644
31,524

(17)
(4,494)
(176)
(893)
8,508
2,887

-89%
-52%
-104%
-34%
0%
30%
9%

22,238
56,649

49,212
80,736

(26,974)
(24,087)

-55%
-30%

P244,909

-P100,427

-41%

P144,482

10
-

-24%
-26%
2336%
-100%
-100%
-88%
-82%
-13%
-30%

0%
0%
0%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(Interim)
(Audited)
September 30 December 31
2009
2008
(In Millions)

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Trade and other receivables - net
Current portion of long-term receivables
Inventories
Available-for-sale financial assets
Derivative asset
Other current assets
Noncurrent assets held for sale
Total Current Assets

P20,913
8,359
498
3,802
2,999
36,571
36,571

P17,949
1,850
9,709
4,060
5,651
674
614
3,725
44,232
1,809
46,041

P2,964
(1,850)
(1,350)
(3,562)
(1,849)
(674)
(614)
(726)
(7,661)
(1,809)
(9,470)

17%
-100%
-14%
-88%
-33%
-100%
-100%
-19%
-17%
-100%
-21%

Noncurrent Assets
Long term receivables - net of current portion
Investments at equity and deposits
Investment properties - net
Property, plant and equipment - net
Goodwill
Intangible assets
Pension asset
Deferred tax assets
Other noncurrent assets - net
Total Noncurrent Assets

61,234
2,683
29,801
297
428
877
53
12,538
107,911

30,203
27,394
2,588
37,526
45,621
16,100
533
8,374
12,627
180,966

(30,203)
33,840
95
(7,725)
(45,324)
(15,672)
344
(8,321)
(89)
(73,055)

-100%
124%
4%
-21%
-99%
-97%
65%
-99%
-1%
-40%

P144,482

P227,007

-P82,525

-36%

P270
11,686
422

P9,572
13,196
157

(P9,302)
(1,510)
265

-97%
-11%
169%

4,983
444

1,744

4,983
(1,300)

100%
-75%

2,781
-

455
26,464
1,688
112

(455)
(23,683)
(1,688)
(112)

-100%
-89%
-100%
-100%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Loans payable
Trade payables and other current liabilities
Income tax payable
Current portion of:
Bonds payable
Obligation to Gas Sellers
Deferred payment facility with Power Sector Assets and
Liabilities Management Corporation (PSALM)
Long-term debt
Royalty fee payable
Obligation to power contractors

Derivative liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

20,586

54
53,442

(54)
(32,856)

-100%
-61%

(Forward)
(Interim)
(Audited)
September 30 December 31
2009
2008
(In Millions)
Noncurrent Liabilities
Bonds payable
Long-term debt - net of current portion
Derivative liabilities - net of current portion
Deferred payment facility with PSALM - net of current portion
Deferred tax liabilities
Retirement benefit liability
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Common stock
Preferred stock
Subscriptions receivable
Parent company preferred shares held
by a consolidated subsidiary
Capital in excess of par value
Unrealized fair value gains on available-for-sale investments
Share in unrealized fair value gains on available-for-sale
investments of an associate
Cumulative translation adjustments
Share in cumulative translation adjustments of associates
Equity reserve
Excess of acquisition cost over carrying value of minority intere
Retained earnings
Total Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Minority Interests
Total Equity

12,912
46,985
1,949
785
266
4,350
67,247

17,249
70,402
2,845
2,457
6,205
1,445
3,815
104,418

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

(4,337)
(23,417)
(896)
(2,457)
(5,420)
(1,179)
535
(37,171)

-25%
-33%
-31%
-100%
-87%
-82%
14%
-36%

5,913
6,300
(4)

5,903
6,300
(4)

10
-

0%
0%
0%

(2,000)
3,662
27

(2,000)
3,650
27

12
-

0%
0%
0%

2
(13,160)
(7)
1,760
(5,234)
37,152
34,411

12
(12,236)
(7)
1,760
(5,234)
29,680
27,851

(10)
(924)
7,472
6,560

-83%
-8%
0%
0%
0%
25%
24%

41,296
69,147

(19,058)
(12,498)

-46%
-18%

P227,007

-P82,525

-36%

22,238
56,649
P144,482

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

Period Ended September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

(In Millions, Except Per Share Data)

REVENUE
Sale of electricity
Contracts and services
Share in revenue of joint venture
Equity in net earnings of associates
Sale of merchandise
Sales of real estate

(4,032)
(12)
503
(570)
1,550
(28)
(2,589)

-10%
-1%
46%
-35%
112%
-25%
-6%

32,428
710
989
1,145
52
2,952
38,276
7,777
(4,512)
391
(338)
636
3,954

(4,908)
(7)
352
1,484
(8)
(107)
(3,194)
605
785
142
125
7,233
(509)
6,811

-15%
-1%
36%
130%
-15%
-4%
-8%
8%
17%
36%
37%
100%
-80%
172%

1,775
(220)
1,555
9,210
2,011
P11,221

1,601
468
2,069
1,885
3,071
P4,956

174
(688)
(514)
7,325
(1,060)
6,265

11%
147%
-25%
389%
-35%
126%

7,848
3,373
P11,221

156
4,800
P4,956

7,692
(1,427)
P6,265

4931%
-30%
126%

Earnings Per Share for Net Income Attributable to
the Equity Holders of the Parent
Basic
Diluted

P12.660
P12.619

P0.101
P0.100

P12.56
P12.52

12435%
12519%

Earnings Per Share from Continuing Operations
Basic
Diluted

P11.647
P11.609

(1.215)
(1.202)

P12.86
P12.81

-1059%
-1066%

P1.013
P1.009

P1.316
P1.301

(P0.30)
(P0.29)

COSTS AND EXPENSES
Operations and maintenance
Contracts and services
Share in cost of joint venture
Merchandise sold
Real estate sold
General and administrative expenses

FINANCE COSTS
FINANCE INCOME
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GAIN (LOSS)
GAIN ON SALE OF INVESTMENT IN MERALCO
OTHER INCOME
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
Current
Deferred
NET INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
NET INCOME FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
NET INCOME
Attributable To
Equity holders of the Parent
Minority interests

Earnings Per Share from Discontinued Operations
Basic
Diluted

P36,596
1,192
1,600
1,060
2,930
86
43,464
27,520
703
1,341
2,629
44
2,845
35,082
8,382
(5,297)
533
(213)
7,233
127
10,765

P40,628
1,204
1,097
1,630
1,380
114
46,053

-23%
-22%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Period Ended September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

(In Millions, Except Per Share Data)

NET INCOME
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Exchange differences on foreign currency translation
Available-for-sale financial assets

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

P11,221

(924)
(10)
(934)
P10,287

P4,956

6,265

126%

(2,536)
86
(2,450)

1,612
(96)
1,516

-64%
-112%
-62%

P2,506

7,781

310%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

Three Months
Ended September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

(In Millions, Except Per Share Data)

REVENUE
Sale of electricity
Contracts and services
Share in revenue of joint venture
Equity in net earnings of associates
Sale of merchandise
COSTS AND EXPENSES
Operations and maintenance
Contracts and services
Share in cost of joint venture
Merchandise sold
General and administrative expenses

FINANCE COSTS
FINANCE INCOME
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GAIN (LOSS)
GAIN ON SALE OF INVESTMENT IN MERALCO
OTHER INCOME
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
Current
Deferred
NET INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
NET INCOME FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
NET INCOME
Attributable To
Equity holders of the Parent
Minority interests

P11,863
350
452
(294)
1,066
13,437

P15,054
526
374
502
476
16,932

(3,191)
(176)
78
(796)
590
(3,495)

-21%
-33%
21%
-159%
124%
-21%

8,614
199
341
934
1,028
11,116
2,321
(1,738)
205
(133)
7,233
120
8,008

12,180
355
332
387
959
14,213
2,719
(1,554)
133
889
172
2,359

(3,566)
(156)
9
547
69
(3,097)
(398)
184
72
(1,022)
7,233
(52)
5,649

-29%
-44%
3%
141%
7%
-22%
-15%
12%
54%
115%
100%
-30%
239%

666
(136)
530
7,478
P7,478

590
158
748
1,611
(98)
P1,513

76
(294)
(218)
5,867
98
5,965

13%
186%
-29%
364%
-100%
394%

6,983
495
P7,478

324
1,189
P1,513

6,659
(694)
P5,965

2055%
-58%
394%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Three Months
Ended September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount
Percent (%)

(In Millions, Except Per Share Data)

NET INCOME
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Exchange differences on foreign currency translation
Available-for-sale financial assets

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

P7,478

(10)
(10)
P7,468

P1,513

5,965

394%

(1,568)
(1,568)

1,568
(10)
1,558

-100%
0%
-99%

(P55)

7,523

-13678%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Common Stock
Issued
Subscribed

Subscription
Receivable
Common
Stock

Preferred
Stock

Subscription
Receivable
Preferred
Stock

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Share in
Unrealized
Parent
Fair Value
Company
Unrealized
Gains on
Preferred
Fair Value
AvailableShares
Capital
Gains on
for-Sale
Held by a
in Excess
AvailableInvestments
Consolidated
of
for-Sale
of an
Subsidiary
Par Value
Investments
Associate
(In Millions)

Minority
Interest

Cumulative
Translation
Adjustment

Share in
Cumulative
Translation
Adjustment
of
Associates

Equity
Reserve

Excess of
Acquisition
Cost Over
Carrying
Value of
Minority
Interest

Retained
Earnings

Total
Equity

Total

(Interim)
Balance at January 1, 2009
Net gains on cash flow hedge
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Fair value gains on available-for-sale investments
Total income and expense for the year recognized
directly in equity
Net income
Total recognized income and expense for the year
Issuances
Subscriptions and related premium
Share-based payments
Acquisitions
Impact of discontinued operations
Cash dividends - Preferred - P8.7231a share
Balance at September 30, 2009

5,898
10
10
P5,908

5

(4)

6,300
-

-

-

(10)
10
P5

(P4)

P6,300

(4)

P0

(2,000)
-

3,650
-

27
-

12
(10)

(12,236)
(644)
-

(P2,000)

12
12
P3,662

P27

(10)
(10)
P2

(644)
(644)
(280)
(280)
(P13,160)

(7)

1,760
-

(5,234)
-

29,680
-

27,851
(644)
(10)

41,296
(467)
9

69,147
(1,111)
(1)

(P7)

P1,760

(P5,234)

7,848
7,848
(376)
(376)
P37,152

(654)
7,848
7,194
22
(280)
(376)
(634)
P34,411

(458)
3,373
2,915
5
(20,495)
(1,483)
(21,973)
P22,238

(1,112)
11,221
10,109
22
5
(20,775)
(1,859)
(22,607)
P56,649

-

-

31,237

33,459

53,235

86,694

(2,653)

-

-

-

-

(Interim)
Balance at January 1, 2008
Effect of change in accounting policy for
acquisition of minority interest
Effect of purchase price allocation through
business combination
As restated
Net gains on cash flow hedge
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Fair value gains on available-for-sale investments
Total income and expense for the year recognized
directly in equity
Net income
Total recognized income and expense for the year
Issuances
Redemption of shares
Subscriptions and related premium
Share-based payments
Cash dividends - Preferred - P2.23 a share
Acquisition of minority interest
Balance at September 30, 2008

5,889

5,000

(3,000)

(2,000)

3,627

-

-

5
-

-

-

-

-

5,889
-

-

-

-

-

5,000
-

(3,000)
-

(2,000)
-

3,627
-

-

-

(P4)

4,300
(3,000)
1,300
P6,300

3,000
3,000
P0

(P2,000)

-

5

9
9
P5,898

(9)
9
P5

(4)

1
1
P3,628

26

19

-

-

26
86

19
-

86
86
P112

P19

(7,470)
-

130
-

2,653

1,379
(6,091)
(2,575)

130
39
-

2,653
-

-

28,584
-

1,379
34,838
39
(2,489)

1,086
54,321
(180)
44

2,465
89,159
39
(180)
(2,445)

(2,575)
(2,575)
(P8,666)

39
39
P169

P2,653

(5,234)
(5,234)
(P5,234)

156
156
(96)
(96)
P28,644

(2,450)
156
(2,294)
4,300
10
(96)
(5,234)
(1,020)
P31,524

(136)
4,800
4,664
(3,795)
(5,978)
(9,773)
P49,212

(2,586)
4,956
2,370
4,300
10
(3,891)
(11,212)
(10,793)
P80,736

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Common Stock
Issued
Subscribed

Subscription
Receivable
Common
Stock

Preferred
Stock

Subscription
Receivable
Preferred
Stock

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Share in
Unrealized
Parent
Fair Value
Company
Unrealized
Gains on
Preferred
Fair Value
AvailableShares
Capital
Gains on
for-Sale
Held by a
in Excess
AvailableInvestments
Consolidated
of
for-Sale
of an
Subsidiary
Par Value
Investments
Associate
(In Millions)

Minority
Interest

Cumulative
Translation
Adjustment

Share in
Cumulative
Translation
Adjustment
of
Associates

Equity
Reserve

Excess of
Acquisition
Cost Over
Carrying
Value of
Minority
Interest

Retained
Earnings

Total
Equity

Total

(Interim)
Balance at January 1, 2009
Net gains on cash flow hedge
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Fair value gains on available-for-sale investments
Total income and expense for the year recognized
directly in equity
Net income
Total recognized income and expense for the year
Issuances
Subscriptions and related premium
Share-based payments
Acquisitions
Impact of discontinued operations
Cash dividends - Preferred - P8.7231a share
Balance at September 30, 2009

5,898
-

5

(4)

6,300
-

-

-

10
10
P5,908

(10)
10
P5

(P4)

P6,300

5,889

5

(4)

5,000

P0

(2,000)
-

3,650
-

27
-

12
(10)

(12,236)
(644)
-

(P2,000)

12
12
P3,662

P27

(10)
(10)
P2

(644)
(644)
(280)
(280)
(P13,160)

(2,000)

3,627

26

19

(7)

1,760
-

(5,234)
-

29,680
-

27,851
(644)
(10)

41,296
(467)
9

69,147
(1,111)
(1)

(P7)

P1,760

(P5,234)

7,848
7,848
(376)
(376)
P37,152

(654)
7,848
7,194
22
(280)
(376)
(634)
P34,411

(458)
3,373
2,915
5
(20,495)
(1,483)
(21,973)
P22,238

(1,112)
11,221
10,109
22
5
(20,775)
(1,859)
(22,607)
P56,649

130

-

-

31,237

33,459

53,235

86,694

-

(Audited)
Balance at January 1, 2008
Effect of change in accounting policy for
acquisition of minority interest
Effect of purchase price allocation through
business combination
As restated
Net gains on cash flow hedge
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Impact of sale of First Gen Hydro Corporation to EDC
Fair value gains on available-for-sale investments
Total income and expense for the year recognized
directly in equity
Net income
Total recognized income and expense for the year
Issuances
Redemption of shares
Subscriptions and related premium
Share-based payments
Cash dividends - Preferred - P2.23 a share
Acquisition of minority interest
Minority interest of disposed subsidiary
Minority interest arising from sale of interest
in subsidiary
Balance at December 31, 2008

(3,000)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,889
-

-

-

-

-

5,000
-

(3,000)
-

(2,000)
-

3,627
-

-

-

4,300
(3,000)
-

3,000
-

-

-

-

-

P5

(P4)

1,300
P6,300

3,000
P0

(P2,000)

23
P3,650

5

9
9
P5,898

(9)
9

(4)

1
22
-

(7,470)

-

-

26
1

19
(7)

1,379
(6,091)
(6,145)
-

130
(137)
-

2,653
(893)
-

-

(7)

(6,145)
(6,145)
-

(137)
(137)
-

(893)
(893)
-

(5,234)
-

(P12,236)

(P7)

(5,234)
(P5,234)

1
-

-

1

(7)

-

-

P27

P12

-

2,653

P1,760

(2,653)

-

-

-

28,584
-

1,379
34,838
(137)
(6,145)
(893)
(6)

1,086
54,321
(2,124)
(456)
4

2,465
89,159
(137)
(8,269)
(1,349)
(2)

1,192
1,192
(96)
-

(7,181)
1,192
(5,989)
4,300
10
22
(96)
(5,234)
-

(2,576)
4,263
1,687
2
(55)
(5,902)
(5,978)
(6,820)

(9,757)
5,455
(4,302)
4,302
(55)
10
22
(5,998)
(11,212)
(6,820)

(96)
P29,680

(998)
P27,851

4,041
(14,712)
P41,296

4,041
(15,710)
P69,147

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
UNAUDITED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

Period Ended September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2
(In Millions)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income before income tax from continuing operations
Income before income tax from discontinued operations
Adjustments for:
Finance costs - continuing operations
Finance costs - discontinued operations
Depreciation and amortization - continuing operations
Depreciation and amortization - discontinued operations
Equity in net earnings of associates
Gain on sale of Meralco
Finance income - continuing operations
Finance income - discontinued operations
Net unrealized foreign exchange loss (gain) - continuing operations
Net unrealized foreign exchange loss (gain) - discontinued operations
Operating income before working capital changes
Decrease (increase) in:
Trade and other receivable
Inventories
Long-term receivables
Other current assets
Increase (decrease) in trade payable and other current liabilities
Interest paid
Interest received
Income tax paid
Net cash provided by operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Additions to:
Property, plant and equipment and investment property
Decrease (increase) in:
Short-term investments
Available-for-sale investments
Other noncurrent assets
Investments and deposits
Noncurrent assets held for sale
Proceeds from sale of Meralco
Dividends received from associates
Net cash provided (used in) investing activities

P10,765
2,947

P3,954
4,269

5,297
1,254
2,263
514
(1,060)
(7,233)
(533)
(474)
621
(1,289)
13,072

4,512
2,945
1,847
1,680
(1,630)
(391)
(517)
718
3,310
20,697

(2,520)
690
2,730
(9)
(3,370)
(3,255)
836
(1,231)
6,943

(2,464)
(170)
1,751
365
3,934
(6,380)
891
(2,829)
15,795

(364)

(2,461)

1,850
(45)
(320)
(7,402)
36
20,070
667
14,492

485
(1,230)
(1,945)
(139)
950
(4,340)

(Forward)
Period Ended September 30
2009
2008
(As Restated Note 2
(In Millions)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Payments of borrowings from banks and other financial institutions
Proceeds from:
Borrowings from banks and other financial institutions
Additional subscriptions to and issuances of shares of capital stock
Payment of cash dividends
Payment of obligation to Gas Sellers
Payment of deferred facility with PSALM
Payment of dividends to minority shareholders of subsidiaries
Increase(decrease) in:
Royalty payable
Obligation to power plant contractors
Other noncurrent liabilities
Net cash provided by financing activities
CASH BALANCE FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
EFFECT OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES
ON CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH
AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING
OF PERIOD
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF PERIOD

(16,420)

(25,419)

10,206
22
(376)
(1,273)
(1,483)

19,228
4,310
(96)
(1,045)
(176)
(3,795)

(379)
(78)
(889)
(10,670)

(434)
(181)
470
(7,138)

(7,811)

-

10

80

2,964

4,397

17,949

14,823

P20,913

P19,220

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.

Corporate Information
First Philippine Holdings Corporation (the Parent Company or FPHC) was incorporated and registered
with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on June 30, 1961. Under its amended
articles of incorporation, its principal activities consist of investments in real and personal properties
including, but not limited to, shares of stocks, notes, securities and entities in the power generation, real
estate development, roads and tollways operations, manufacturing and construction, financing and other
service industries. FPHC and its subsidiaries are collectively referred to as the “First Holdings Group”
or the “Company”. Except for (a) FGHC International Limited (FGHC International), (b) FPH Fund
Corporation (FPH Fund) and (c) FPH Ventures Corporation (FPH Ventures), all other subsidiaries are
incorporated in the Philippines.
FGHC International, FPH Fund and FPH Ventures are registered in the Cayman Islands.
FPHC is 43.07%-owned by Benpres Holdings Corporation (Benpres), also a publicly-listed, Philippinebased entity, majority of which is owned by the Lopez family. The remaining shares are held by various
unrelated shareholder groups and individuals.
The common shares of FPHC were listed beginning May 3, 1963 and have since been traded in the
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE).
The registered office address of FPHC is 6th Floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road, corner Meralco
Avenue, Pasig City.

2.

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Preparation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost convention,
except for revaluation of derivative financial instruments, financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss (FVPL) and available-for-sale (AFS) financial assets which have been measured at fair value.
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, FPHC’s functional and
presentation currency. All values are rounded to the nearest million peso, except when otherwise
indicated.
Statement of Compliance
The accompanying consolidated financial statements are prepared in compliance with Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) as issued by the Financial Reporting Standards Council and
adopted by the Philippine SEC.
References to PFRS standards include the application of Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS),
Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS), and Philippine Interpretations of the International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC).
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Changes in Accounting Policies
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year except for the
adoption of the following Philippine Interpretations during the year when these become effective and as
these are applicable. Except as otherwise indicated, the Company does not expect the adoption of these
new and amended standards and interpretations to have significant impact on its consolidated financial
statements.


PFRS 1, “First-time Adoption of Philippine Financial Reporting Standards - Cost of an Investment
in a Subsidiary, Jointly Controlled Entity or Associate”
The amended PFRS 1 allows an entity, in its separate financial statements, to determine the cost of
investments in subsidiaries, jointly controlled entities or associates (in its opening PFRS financial
statements) as one of the following amounts: a) cost determined in accordance with PAS 27
“Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements”; b) at the fair value of the investment at the date
of transition to PFRS, determined in accordance with PAS 39; or c) previous carrying amount (as
determined under generally accepted accounting principles) of the investment at the date of
transition to PFRS.



PFRS 2, “Share-based Payment - Vesting Condition and Cancellations”
The standard has been revised to clarify the definition of a vesting condition and prescribes the
treatment for an award that is effectively cancelled. It defines a vesting condition as a condition that
includes an explicit or implicit requirement to provide services. It further requires non-vesting
conditions to be treated in a similar fashion to market conditions. Failure to satisfy a non-vesting
condition that is within the control of either the entity or the counterparty is accounted for as
cancellation. However, failure to satisfy a non-vesting condition that is beyond the control of either
party does not give rise to a cancellation.



PFRS 8, “Operating Segments”
PFRS 8 will replace PAS 14, “Segment Reporting,” and adopts a full management approach to
identifying, measuring and disclosing the results of an entity’s operating segments. The
information reported would be that which management uses internally for evaluating the
performance of operating segments and allocating resources to those segments. Such information
may be different from that reported in the consolidated balance sheet and consolidated statement of
income and the Company will provide explanations and reconciliations of the differences.



Amendments to PAS 1, “Presentation of Financial Statements”
These amendments introduce a new statement of comprehensive income that combines all items of
income and expenses recognized in the profit or loss together with “other comprehensive income.”
Entities may choose to present all items in one statement, or to present two linked statements, a
separate statement of income and a statement of comprehensive income. These amendments also
prescribe additional requirements in the presentation of the consolidated balance sheet and equity as
well as additional disclosures to be included in the consolidated financial statements.



PAS 23, “Borrowing Costs”
The standard has been revised to require capitalization of borrowing costs when such costs relate to
a qualifying asset. A qualifying asset is an asset that necessarily takes a substantial period of time
to get ready for its intended use or sale. In accordance with the transitional requirements in the
standard, the Company will adopt this as a prospective change. Accordingly, borrowing costs will
be capitalized on qualifying assets with a commencement date after January 1, 2009. No change
will be made for borrowing costs incurred to such date that have been expensed.



Amendments to PAS 27, “Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements - Cost of an Investment
in a Subsidiary, Jointly Controlled Entity or Associate”
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These amendments prescribe changes in respect of the holding companies’ separate financial
statements including (a) the deletion of “cost method,” making the distinction between pre- and
post-acquisition profits no longer required; and (b) in cases of reorganizations where a new parent
is inserted above an existing parent of the group (subject to meeting specific requirements), the cost
of the subsidiary is the previous carrying amount of its share of equity items in the subsidiary rather
than its fair value. All dividends will be recognized in profit or loss. However, the payment of
such dividends requires the entity to consider whether there is an indicator of impairment.


Amendment to PAS 32, “Financial Instruments: Presentation” and PAS 1, “Presentation of
Financial Statements - Puttable Financial Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation”
These amendments specify, among others, that puttable financial instruments will be classified as
equity if they have all of the following specified features: (a) The instrument entitles the holder to
require the entity to repurchase or redeem the instrument (either on an ongoing basis or on
liquidation) for a pro rata share of the entity’s net assets; (b) The instrument is in the most
subordinate class of instruments, with no priority over other claims to the assets of the entity on
liquidation; (c) All instruments in the subordinate class have identical features; (d) The instrument
does not include any contractual obligation to pay cash or financial assets other than the holder’s
right to a pro rata share of the entity’s net assets; and (e) The total expected cash flows attributable
to the instrument over its life are based substantially on the profit or loss, a change in recognized
net assets, or a change in the fair value of the recognized and unrecognized net assets of the entity
over the life of the instrument.



Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 13, “Customer Loyalty Programmes”
This Interpretation requires customer loyalty award credits to be accounted for as a separate
component of the sales transaction in which they are granted and therefore part of the fair value of
the consideration received is allocated to the award credits and realized in income over the period
that the award credits are redeemed or expire.



Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 16, “Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation”
This Interpretation provides guidance on identifying foreign currency risks that qualify for hedge
accounting in the hedge of net investment; where within the group, the hedging instrument can be
held in the hedge of a net investment; and how an entity should determine the amount of foreign
currency gains or losses, relating to both the net investment and the hedging instrument, to be
recycled on disposal of the net investment.

Basis of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of FPHC, its subsidiaries (entities
which it controls) and share in the results of operations and net assets of joint ventures and associates.
Control is normally evidenced when the Parent Company owns, either directly or indirectly, more than
50% of the voting rights of an entity’s capital stock.
Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date control is transferred to the First Holdings Group and
continue to be consolidated until the date such control ceases.
The financial statements of subsidiaries are prepared using the same reporting period of FPHC. The
consolidated financial statements are prepared using uniform accounting policies for like transactions
and other events with similar circumstances. All intra-group balances, income and expenses and
unrealized gains and losses resulting from intra-group transactions are eliminated in full.
Minority interests represent the portion of profit or loss and net assets not held by First Holdings Group
and are presented separately in the consolidated statements of income and within equity in the
consolidated balance sheets, separately from equity attributable to equity holders of FPHC. This
includes the equity interests in First Gen and subsidiaries (collectively referred to as “First Gen Group”),
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FPII and subsidiaries (collectively referred to as “FPII Group”), Batangas Cogen, FPIC, FPUC, FPHC
Realty, and FPIP and subsidiaries not held by the First Holdings Group.
Acquisition of minority interests is accounted for using the entity concept method, whereby, the
difference between the consideration and the net book value of the share in the net assets acquired is
recognized as an equity transaction.
The proportionate amount of the fair values of identifiable assets and liabilities upon acquisition of a
consolidated subsidiary and any subsequent changes in equity of a consolidated subsidiary attributable
to a minority shareholder’s interest are shown separately as “minority interests” in the consolidated
balance sheet. A minority shareholder’s interest in the results of operations of a subsidiary is shown as
“minority interests” in the consolidated statement of income. Losses applicable to a minority
shareholder in a consolidated subsidiary in excess of the minority shareholder’s equity in the subsidiary
are charged against the minority interest to the extent that the minority shareholder has binding
obligation to, and is able to, make good of the losses.
When subsidiaries are sold, the difference between the selling price and the net assets plus cumulative
translation differences and goodwill is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
Voluntary Change With Respect to Accounting for Minority Interests
In 2008, First Holdings Group changed its method of accounting for acquisition of minority interests
from the parent entity concept method to the entity concept method to be aligned with the preferred
method of accounting as provided for under the Revised PFRS 3, “Business Combination.” Under this
method, the difference between the fair value of the consideration and the net book value of the net
assets acquired is presented as an equity adjustment. The change was accounted for retrospectively and
prior years’ consolidated financial statements have been restated. The change resulted in the reversal of
the gain on dilution of P
=2,653 million recognized in the 2006 consolidated statement of income. Such
amount relates to the dilution of First Holdings Group’s interest in First Gen Group as a result of the
latter’s public offering of its common shares. This was recorded as an adjustment to the “Equity
reserve” account in the 2007 consolidated balance sheet.
The following involve minority interests transactions, accounted based on the foregoing:


On January 23, 2008, FPHC completed the acquisition of Union Fenosa Internacional, S.A.’s 40%
ownership in FPUC (formerly First Philippine Union Fenosa, Inc) for =
P11,212 million (US$250
million). The excess of the fair value of the consideration and the net book value of the net assets
of FPUC of =
P5,234 million was recorded as part of equity reserve account, which is a component of
equity.



As a result of the sale of a 60% interest of First Gen in FG Hydro to EDC (an effective interest of
24.23% of the Parent Company was sold), an equity reserve amounting to =
P893 million was
recorded as component of equity account in the consolidated balance sheet.

Business Combination and Goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for using the purchase accounting method. This involves
recognizing identifiable assets (including previously unrecognized intangible assets) and liabilities
(including contingent liabilities but excluding future restructuring) of the acquired business at fair value
with any difference recognized as goodwill.
Goodwill acquired in a business combination is initially measured at cost being the excess of the cost of
the business combination over First Holdings Group’s interest in the net fair value of the acquiree’s
identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities. If the cost of acquisition is less than the fair
value of the net assets of the subsidiary acquired, the difference is recognized directly in the
consolidated statement of income. Following initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any
accumulated impairment losses. For impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is
allocated from the acquisition date, to each of First Holdings Group’s cash-generating units or group of
cash-generating units that are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination, irrespective of
whether other assets or liabilities of First Holdings Group are assigned to those units or groups of units.
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Each unit or group of units to which goodwill is allocated (a) represents the lowest level within First
Holdings Group at which goodwill is monitored for internal management purposes and, (b) is not larger
than a segment based on the primary or secondary reporting format determined in accordance with
PAS 14, “Segment Reporting.”
Where goodwill forms part of a cash-generating unit and part of the operation within that unit is
disposed of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of is included in the carrying amount of
the operation when determining the gain or loss on disposal of the operation. Goodwill disposed of in
this circumstance is measured based on the relative values of the operation disposed and the portion of
the cash-generating unit retained.
If the initial accounting for a business combination can only be determined on a provisional basis by the
end of the period in which the combination is effected because either the fair values to be assigned to the
acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities or contingent liabilities or the cost of the combination can be
determined only provisionally, First Holdings Group accounts for the combination using those
provisional values. First Holdings Group recognizes any adjustment to these provisional values as a
result of completing the initial accounting within 12 months from the acquisition date. The following
adjustments are thus made:
a)

The carrying amount of an identifiable asset, liability or contingent liability that is recognized or
adjusted as a result of completing the initial accounting shall be calculated as if its fair value at the
acquisition date had been recognized from that date.

b) Goodwill or any gain recognized shall be adjusted from the acquisition date by an amount equal to
the adjustment to the fair value at the acquisition date of the identifiable asset, liability or
contingent liability being recognized or adjusted.
c)

Comparative information presented for the periods before the initial accounting for the combination
is completed shall be presented as if the initial accounting had been completed from the acquisition
date. This includes any additional depreciation, amortization or other profit or loss effect
recognized as a result of completing the initial accounting.

d) Where goodwill forms part of a cash-generating unit (or group of cash-generating units) and part of
the operation within that unit is disposed of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of
is included in the carrying amount of the operation in determining the gain or loss on disposal of the
operation. Goodwill disposed of in this circumstance is measured based on the relative values of
the operation disposed of and the portion of the cash-generating unit retained.
When subsidiaries are sold, the difference between the selling price and the net assets plus cumulative
translation adjustments and goodwill is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
The goodwill from investments in subsidiaries is included as a noncurrent asset item in the consolidated
balance sheet. The goodwill on investment in an associate is included in the carrying amount of the
related investment.
Interest in a Joint Venture
The First Holdings Group has an interest in a joint venture, which is a jointly controlled entity, whereby
the venturers have a contractual arrangement that establishes joint control over the economic activities
of the entity. The First Holdings Group recognizes its interest in the joint venture using proportionate
consolidation. First Holdings Group includes separate line items for its share of the assets, liabilities,
income and expenses of the jointly controlled entities in its financial statements. The financial
statements of the joint venture are prepared for the same reporting period as the parent company.
Adjustments are made where necessary to bring the accounting policies in line with those of the group.
Adjustments are made in the First Holdings Group’s consolidated financial statements to eliminate the
First Holdings Group’s share of intragroup balances, income and expenses and unrealized gains and
losses on transactions between the First Holdings Group and its jointly controlled entity. Losses on
transactions are recognized immediately if the loss provides evidence of a reduction in the net realizable
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value of current assets or an impairment loss. The joint venture is proportionately consolidated until the
date on which the First Holdings Group ceases to have joint control over the joint venture.
Investments in Associates
The First Holdings Group’s investments in associates are accounted for under the equity method. An
associate is an entity over which the First Holdings Group has significant influence and which is neither
a subsidiary nor a joint venture, generally accompanying a shareholding of between 20% and 50% of the
voting rights. The investments in associates are carried in the consolidated balance sheet at cost plus
post-acquisition changes in the First Holdings Group’s share of net assets of the associates (including
share in cumulative translation adjustments) less any impairment in value.
The First Holdings Group’s share in its associate’s post-acquisition profits or losses is recognized in the
consolidated statement of income, and its share of post-acquisition movements in the associate’s equity
reserves is recognized directly in equity. The cumulative post-acquisition movements are adjusted
against the carrying amount of the investment.
When the First Holdings Group’s share in net losses of an associate equals or exceeds its interest in the
associate, including any other unsecured receivables, the First Holdings Group does not recognize
further losses, unless it has incurred obligations or made payments on behalf of an associate.
Unrealized gains arising from transactions with its associates are eliminated to the extent of the First
Holdings Group’s interest in the associate. Unrealized losses are eliminated similarly but only to the
extent that there is no evidence of impairment of the asset transferred. The First Holdings Group’s
investments in associates include goodwill on acquisition, which is treated in accordance with the
accounting policy for goodwill.
After application of equity method, First Holdings Group determines whether it is necessary to
recognize any impairment losses on its investment in its associates. First Holdings Group determines at
each balance sheet date whether there is any objective evidence that the investment in associate is
impaired. If this is the case, First Holdings Group calculates the amount of impairment as being the
difference between the fair value of the associate and the carrying value of investments.
The reporting dates of the associates and First Holdings Group are identical and the associates’
accounting policies conform to those used by First Holdings Group for like transactions and events in
similar circumstances. In instances where such policies differ, the financial information of such
associates are adjusted to conform with the Parent Company’s accounting before the First Holdings
Group recognizes its share in the change in such associates’ net assets.

Financial Instruments
Date of Recognition. Financial instruments within the scope of PAS 39 are recognized in the
consolidated balance sheet when the First Holdings Group becomes a party to the contractual provisions
of the instrument. Purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets within the time
frame established by regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized using the settlement
accounting date. Derivatives are recognized on trade date basis.
Initial Recognition of Financial Instruments. All financial instruments are initially recognized at fair
value. The initial measurement of financial instruments includes transaction costs, except for financial
assets at FVPL. The First Holdings Group classifies its financial assets in the following categories:
financial assets at FVPL, held-to-maturity (HTM) investments, loans and receivables, or AFS financial
assets. Financial liabilities are classified as either financial liabilities at FVPL or other financial
liabilities at amortized cost. The classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were
acquired and whether they are quoted in an active market. The First Holdings Group determines the
classification of financial assets on initial recognition and, where allowed and appropriate, re-evaluates
this designation at every reporting date.
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Determination of Fair Value. The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets at the
balance sheet date is based on their quoted market price or dealer price quotations (bid price for long
positions and ask price for short positions), without any deduction for transaction costs. When current
bid and ask prices are not available, the price of the most recent transaction provides evidence of the
current fair value as long as there has not been a significant change in economic circumstances since the
time of the transaction.
For all other financial instruments not listed in an active market, the fair value is determined by using
appropriate valuation techniques. Valuation techniques include net present value techniques,
comparison to similar instruments for which market observable prices exist, option pricing models and
other relevant or applicable valuation models.
“Day 1” Profit. Where the transaction in a non-active market is different from the fair value of other
observable current market transactions in the same instrument or based on a valuation technique whose
variables include only data from observable market, the First Holdings Group recognizes the difference
between the transaction price and fair value (“Day 1” profit) in the consolidated statement of income. In
cases where there was use of data, which is not observable, the difference between the transaction price
and model value is only recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the inputs become
observable or when the instrument is derecognized. For each transaction, the First Holdings Group
determines the appropriate method of recognizing the “Day 1 profit” amount.
Financial Assets or Liabilities at FVPL. Financial assets or liabilities at FVPL include financial assets
and liabilities held for trading purposes and financial assets and liabilities designated upon initial
recognition as at FVPL.
Financial assets and liabilities are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of
selling and repurchasing in the near term.
Derivatives are also classified under financial assets and liabilities at FVPL unless they are designated
as hedging instruments in an effective hedge.
Financial assets or liabilities may be designated by management on initial recognition as at FVPL when
the following criteria are met:


The designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would otherwise
arise from measuring the assets or liabilities or recognizing gains or losses on them on a different
basis;



The assets or liabilities are part of a group of financial assets, liabilities or both which are managed
and their performance evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented risk
management or investment strategy; or



The financial instrument contains an embedded derivative, unless the embedded derivative does not
significantly modify the cash flows or it is clear, with little or no analysis, that it would not be
separately recorded.

Financial assets and liabilities at FVPL are recorded in the consolidated balance sheet at fair value.
Subsequent changes in fair value are recognized in the consolidated statement of income. Interest
earned or incurred is recorded in interest income or expense, respectively, while dividend income is
recorded in “other income” when the right to receive payment has been established.
The Parent Company’s investment in shares of stock of SiRF Technology Holdings, Inc. (SiRF),
included in “other current assets,” is also designated as financial assets at FVPL.
HTM Investments. HTM investments are quoted non-derivative financial assets with fixed or
determinable payments and fixed maturities for which the First Holdings Group’s management has the
positive intention and ability to hold to maturity. Where the First Holdings Group sells other than an
insignificant amount of HTM investments, the entire category is deemed tainted and reclassified as AFS
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financial assets. After initial measurement, these investments are subsequently measured at amortized
cost using the effective interest method, less impairment in value. Amortized cost is calculated by
taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees that are an integral part of the
effective interest rate. Gains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when
the HTM investments are derecognized and impaired, as well as through the amortization process. The
effects of restatement on foreign currency-denominated HTM investments are also recognized in the
consolidated statement of income.
The First Holdings Group has no HTM investments as of September 30, 2009 and 2008.
Loans and Receivables. Loans and receivables are financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
and fixed maturities and that are not quoted in an active market. They are not entered into with the
intention of immediate or short-term resale and are not classified or designated as AFS financial assets
or financial assets at FVPL. Loans and receivables are included in current assets if maturity is within 12
months from the balance sheet date. Otherwise, these are classified as non-current assets.
After initial measurement, the loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method, less allowance for impairment. Amortized cost is calculated by taking into
account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees that are an integral part of the effective interest
rate. The amortization is included in the consolidated statement of income. The losses arising from
impairment of such loans and receivables are also recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
Classified under loans and receivables are cash and cash equivalents, short-term investments, trade and
other receivables, concession receivables, receivable from Manila Electric Company (MERALCO) for
annual deficiency, other long-term receivables, restricted cash deposits (included in “Other noncurrent
assets” account), and advances to a minority shareholder of First Gen (included in “Other noncurrent
assets” account).
AFS Financial Assets. AFS financial assets are those non-derivative financial assets, which are
designated as AFS or are not classified in any of the three preceding categories. They are purchased and
held indefinitely, and may be sold in response to liquidity requirements or changes in market conditions.
AFS financial assets are included in current assets if management intends to sell these financial assets
within 12 months from balance sheet date. Otherwise, these are classified as noncurrent assets.
After initial measurement, AFS financial assets are subsequently measured at fair value. AFS financial
assets are measured at fair value with gains and losses being recognized as a separate component of
equity until the investments are derecognized or until the investments are determined to be impaired at
which time the cumulative gain or loss previously reported in equity are included in the consolidated
statement of income. Accounting of the movement in equity is presented in the consolidated statement
of changes in equity.
Investments in equity instruments that do not have a quoted market price in an active market and whose
fair value cannot be measured reliably and derivatives that are linked to and must be settled by delivery
of such unquoted equity instruments, are measured at cost.
Classified under AFS financial assets are quoted and unquoted equity investments, government debt
securities and investments in proprietary membership shares.
Other Financial Liabilities. Financial liabilities are classified in this category if these are not held for
trading or not designated as at FVPL upon the inception of the liability. These include liabilities arising
from operations or borrowings.
Other financial liabilities are initially recognized at fair value less directly attributable transaction costs,
and have not been designated as at FPVL. After initial recognition, other financial liabilities are
subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. Amortized cost is
calculated by taking into account any related issue costs, discount or premium. Gains and losses are
recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the liabilities are derecognized, as well as
through amortization process.
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Classified under other financial liabilities are loans payable, trade payables and other current liabilities,
due to stockholders and affiliates, bonds payable, long-term debt, obligations to Gas Sellers, royalty fee
payable, deferred payment facility with Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corporation
(PSALM) and obligations to power plant contractors.
Derivative Financial Instruments
First Holdings Group enters into derivative and hedging transactions, primarily interest rate swaps,
currency forwards and range bonus forwards, as needed, for the sole purpose of managing the risks that
are associated with First Holdings Group’s borrowing activities or as required by the lenders in certain
cases. Such derivative financial instruments (including bifurcated embedded derivatives) are initially
recognized at fair value on the date on which a derivative contract is entered into and are subsequently
re-measured at fair value. Derivatives are carried as financial assets when the fair value is positive and
as financial liabilities when the fair value is negative.
Any gains or losses arising from changes in fair value on derivatives that do not qualify for hedge
accounting are taken directly to the consolidated statement of income for the current year under markto-market gain or loss on derivatives.
As of September 30, 2009 and 2008, there are no derivatives that are designated as fair value hedges.
At the inception of a hedge relationship, the First Holdings Group formally designates and documents
the hedge relationship to which the First Holdings Group opts to apply hedge accounting and the risk
management objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge. The documentation includes
identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged item or transaction, the nature of the risk being
hedged and how the entity will assess the hedging instrument’s effectiveness in offsetting the exposure
to changes in the hedged item’s fair value or cash flows attributable to the hedged risk. Such hedges are
expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting changes in fair value or cash flows and are
assessed on an ongoing basis that they actually have been highly effective throughout the financial
reporting periods for which they were designated.
Cash Flow Hedges. Cash flow hedges are hedges of the exposure to variability of cash flows that are
attributable to a particular risk associated with a recognized asset, liability or a highly probable forecast
transaction and could affect profit or loss. The effective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging
instrument is recognized directly in equity under the cumulative translation adjustments, while the
ineffective portion is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
Amounts taken to equity are transferred to the consolidated statement of income when the hedged
transaction affects profit or loss, such as when hedged financial income or expense is recognized or
when a forecast sale or purchase occurs. Where the hedged item is the cost of a non-financial asset or
liability, the amounts taken to equity are transferred to the initial carrying amount of the non-financial
asset or liability.
If the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, amounts previously recognized in equity are
transferred to the consolidated statement of income. If the hedging instrument expires or is sold,
terminated or exercised without replacement or rollover, or if its designation as a hedge is revoked,
amounts previously recognized in equity remain in equity until the forecast transaction occurs. If the
related transaction is not expected to occur, the amount is recognized in the consolidated statement of
income.
Embedded Derivatives. Embedded derivatives are bifurcated from their host contracts, when the
following conditions are met: (a) the entire hybrid contracts (composed of both the host contract and the
embedded derivative) are not accounted for as financial assets at FVPL; (b) when their economic risks
and characteristics are not closely related to those of their respective host contracts; and (c) a separate
instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition of a derivative.
First Holdings Group assesses whether embedded derivatives are required to be separated from host
contracts when First Holdings Group first becomes a party to the contract. Reassessment only occurs if
there is a change in the terms of the contract that significantly modifies the cash flows that would
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otherwise be required.
Embedded derivatives that are bifurcated from the host contracts are accounted for either as financial
assets or financial liabilities at FVPL. Changes in fair values are included in the consolidated statement
of income.
FGP, FGPC and FPH Fund
FGP, FGPC and FPH Fund each have existing interest rate swap agreements to manage their respective
floating interest rate exposures on their foreign currency-denominated obligations. Accrual of interest
on the “receive” and “pay” legs of the interest rate swap is recorded as adjustments to interest expense
on the related foreign currency-denominated obligations.
As of September 30, 2009 and 2008, First Holdings Group has no derivatives that are designated as fair
value hedges.
Derecognition of Financial Assets and Liabilities
Financial Asset. A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a group of
financial assets) is derecognized when:


the rights to receive cash flows from the asset expire;



the First Holdings Group retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an
obligation to pay them in full without material delay to a third party under a “pass-through”
arrangement; or



the First Holdings Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either (a)
has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor
retained the risk and rewards of the asset but has transferred the control of the asset.

Where the First Holdings Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset or has
entered into a “pass-through” arrangement, and has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the
risks and rewards of the asset nor transferred control of the asset, the asset is recognized to the extent of
the First Holdings Group’s continuing involvement in the asset. Continuing involvement that takes the
form of a guarantee over the transferred asset is measured at the lower of the original carrying amount
of the asset and the maximum amount of consideration that the First Holdings Group could be required
to repay.
Financial Liability. A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is
discharged, is cancelled or expires. Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the
same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially
modified, such exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of the original liability and the
recognition of a new liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognized in the
consolidated statement of income.
Impairment of Financial Assets
The First Holdings Group assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is objective evidence that a
financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial assets is
deemed to be impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or
more events that has occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (an incurred “loss event”) and that
loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or the group
of financial assets that can be reliably estimated. Evidence of impairment may include indications that
the borrower or a group of borrowers is experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or
delinquency in interest or principal payments, the probability that they will enter bankruptcy or other
financial reorganization and where observable data indicate that there is measurable decrease in the
estimated future cash flows, such as changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with
defaults.
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Financial Assets Carried at Amortized Cost. For loans and receivables carried at amortized cost, the
First Holdings Group first assesses whether an objective evidence of impairment exists individually for
financial assets that are individually significant, or collectively for financial assets that are not
individually significant. If there is objective evidence that impairment exists for individually assessed
financial asset, whether significant or not, it includes the asset in a group of financial assets with similar
credit risk characteristics and collectively assesses for impairment.
Those characteristics are relevant to the estimation of future cash flows for groups of such assets by
being indicative of the debtors’ ability to pay all amounts due according to the contractual terms of the
assets being evaluated. Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and for which an
impairment loss is, or continues to be recognized, are not included in a collective assessment for
impairment.
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on assets carried at amortized cost has been
incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and
the present value of estimate future cash flows (excluding future expected credit losses that have not
been incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate. The carrying amount of
the assets is reduced through use of allowance account and the amount of loss is recognized in the
consolidated statement of income. If in case the receivable has proven to have no realistic prospect of
future recovery, any allowance provided for such receivable is written off against the carrying value of
the impaired receivable. Interest income continues to be recognized based on the original effective
interest rate of the asset.
If, in subsequent period, the amount of the estimated impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be
related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized
impairment loss is reversed, to the extent that the carrying value of the assets does not exceed its
amortized cost at the reversal date. Any subsequent reversal of an impairment loss is reduced by
adjusting the allowance account. If a future write-off is later recovered, any amount formerly charged is
credited to the consolidated statement of income.
In relation to trade receivables, a provision for impairment is made when there is objective evidence
(such as the probability of insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the debtor) that the First
Holdings Group will not be able to collect all the amounts due under the original terms of the invoice.
The carrying amount of trade receivable is reduced through use of allowance account. Impaired debts
are derecognized when assessed as uncollectible. Likewise, for other receivables, it is also established
that accounts outstanding less than one year should have no provision but accounts outstanding over one
year should have a 100% provision, which was arrived at after assessing individually significant
balances. Provision for individually non-significant balances was made on a portfolio or group basis
after performing the regular review of the age and status of the individual accounts and portfolio/group
of accounts relative to historical collections, changes in payment terms and other factors that may affect
ability to collect payments.
AFS Financial Assets. For AFS financial assets, the First Holdings Group assesses at each balance sheet
date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.
In the case of equity investments classified as AFS, this would include a significant or prolonged
decline in fair value of the investments below its cost. Where there is evidence of impairment, the
cumulative loss, measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair value, less
any impairment loss on that financial asset previously recognized in the consolidated statement of
income, is removed from equity and recognized in the consolidated statement of income. Impairment
losses on equity investments are not reversed in the consolidated statement of income. Increases in fair
value after impairment are recognized directly in equity.
In the case of debt instruments classified as AFS, impairment is assessed based on the same criteria as
financial assets carried at amortized cost. Future interest income is based on the reduced carrying
amount and is accrued based on the rate of interest used to discount future cash flows for the purpose of
measuring impairment loss. If, in subsequent period, the fair value of a debt instrument increased and
the increase can be objectively related to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognized in
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the consolidated statement of income, the impairment loss is reversed through the consolidated
statement of income.
Offsetting Financial Instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the consolidated balance sheet
if, and only if, there is a currently enforceable legal right to offset the recognized amounts and there is
an intention to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. This is
not generally the case with master netting arrangements, and the related assets and liabilities are
presented at gross amounts in the consolidated balance sheet.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash includes cash on hand and in banks. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments
that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with original maturities of three months or less
and that are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.
Trade and Other Receivables
Trade and other receivables, categorized as loans and receivables, are recognized initially at fair value
and subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method, less provision for
impairment. A provision for impairment of trade and other receivables is established when there is
objective evidence that the First Holdings Group will not be able to collect all amounts due according to
the original terms of the receivables. Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the
debtor will enter bankruptcy or financial reorganization, and default or delinquency in payments are
considered indicators that the trade receivable is impaired. The amount of the provision is the difference
between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at
the original effective interest rate. Cash flows relating to short-term receivables are not discounted if the
effect of discounting is immaterial. The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an
allowance account, and the amount of the loss is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
When a trade receivable is uncollectible, it is written off against the allowance account for trade and
other receivables. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are recognized as income in
the consolidated statement of income.
Inventories
Inventories, excluding land held for sale and development costs, are valued at the lower of cost or net
realizable value.
Costs incurred in bringing each item of inventories to its present location and conditions are accounted
for as follows:
Finished goods and work in-process

–

Determined on the weighted average basis; cost
includes materials and labor and a proportion of
manufacturing overhead costs based on normal
operating capacity but excluding borrowing costs;

Transponders and magnetic cards

–

Cost as determined based on the first-in-first-out
method;

Real estate

–

Costs include expenditures for development and
improvements of the land;

Fuel inventories

–

Weighted average cost of actual fuel consumed;

Raw materials

–

Purchase cost based on weighted average cost
method;

Spare parts and supplies

–

Purchase cost on moving average basis.

Land held for sale and the related development costs are valued at the lower of cost, which include
expenditures for development and improvements, or net realizable value.
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The net realizable value is determined as follows:
Real estate for sale and work in-process

–

Selling price in the ordinary course of business,
less the estimated costs of completion, marketing
and distribution

Finished goods, transponders and magnetic
cards

–

Estimated selling price in the ordinary course of
business, less estimated costs necessary to make
the sale

Fuel inventories

–

Cost charged to the MERALCO, under the
respective Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) of
FGPC and FGP with MERALCO, which is based
on weighted average cost of actual fuel

Raw materials, spare parts and supplies

–

Current replacement cost

The fuel inventories are those of FGPC and FGP.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment, except land, are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation,
amortization and any impairment in value. Land is carried at cost (initial purchase price and other cost
directly attributable to such property) less any impairment in value.
The initial cost of property, plant and equipment, except land, comprises its purchase price including
import duties, borrowing costs (during the construction period) and other costs directly attributable in
bringing the asset to its working condition and location for its intended use. Cost also includes the cost
of replacing the part of such property, plant and equipment when the recognition criteria are met and the
estimated cost of dismantling and removing the asset and restoring the site.
Expenditures incurred after the property, plant and equipment have been put into operation, such as
repairs and maintenance, are normally charged to current operations in the period the costs are incurred.
In situations where it can be clearly demonstrated that the expenditures have resulted in an increase in
the future economic benefits expected to be obtained from the use of an item of property, plant and
equipment beyond its originally assessed standard of performance, the expenditures are capitalized as
additional costs of property, plant and equipment.
The First Holdings Group identified the significant parts of its power plant assets to comply with the
provisions of PAS 16, “Property, Plant and Equipment.” Each part of an item of property, plant and
equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the item is depreciated separately.
Depreciation and amortization are computed using the straight-line method over the following estimated
useful lives of the assets:
Buildings, other structures and improvements
Transportation equipment
Machinery and equipment
Leasehold improvements

5 to 25 years
3 to 20 years
2 to 25 years
5 years or lease term, whichever is shorter

The useful lives and depreciation and amortization method are reviewed at each financial year-end to
ensure that the periods and method of depreciation and amortization are consistent with the expected
pattern of economic benefits from items of property, plant and equipment.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic
benefits are expected from its use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of the assets
(calculated as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and carrying amount of the asset) is
included in the consolidated statement of income in the year the asset is derecognized.
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Construction in progress represents properties under construction and is stated at cost. This includes
cost of construction, equipment and other direct costs. Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to
the construction of the property, plant and equipment are capitalized during the construction period.
Construction in progress is not depreciated until such time that the relevant assets are substantially
completed and available for use.
Noncurrent Assets Held for Sale
Assets are classified as noncurrent assets held for sale if their carrying amounts will be recovered
principally through a sale transaction rather than through continuing use. This condition is met only
when the sale is highly probable and the assets are available for immediate sale in its present condition.
Management must be committed to the sale that should be expected to qualify for recognition as a
completed sale within one year from the date of classification except when there is delay of the sale
caused by events or circumstances beyond First Holdings Group control. Noncurrent assets classified as
held for sale are measured at the lower of carrying value and fair value less costs to sell, any difference
is recognize in the consolidated statements of income. Property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets once classified as held for sale are not depreciated or amortized.
Investment Properties
Investment properties are measured initially at cost, including transaction costs. The carrying amount
includes the cost of replacing part of an existing investment property at the time that cost is incurred if
the recognition criteria are met and excludes the costs of day-to-day servicing of an investment property.
Subsequent to initial recognition, investment properties (except land) are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and any impairment losses.
Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of five to
20 years. The investment properties’ estimated useful lives and depreciation method adopted for
investment properties are reviewed and adjusted, as appropriate, at each financial year-end.
An investment property is derecognized when either they have been disposed of or when such is
permanently withdrawn from use and no future economic benefit is expected from its disposal. Any
gain or loss on the retirement or disposal of an investment property is recognized in the consolidated
statement of income in the year of retirement or disposal.
Transfers are made to investment property when, and only when, there is a change in use, evidenced by
ending of owner-occupation, commencement of an operating lease to another party or ending of
construction or development. Transfers are made from investment property when, and only when, there
is a change in use, evidenced by commencement of the Company’s occupation or commencement of
development with a view to sale.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial recognition at cost. The cost of intangible
assets acquired in a business combination is the fair value as of the date of acquisition. The intangible
asset pertaining to the right of EDC to charge users of the public service in connection with the service
concession and related arrangements was recognized initially at the fair value of the construction
services. Following initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at cost less accumulated
amortization and any impairment losses. Internally generated intangible assets, excluding capitalized
development costs, are not capitalized. Instead, related expenditures are reflected in the consolidated
statement of income in the year the expenditure is incurred.
The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite. Intangible assets with
finite lives are amortized using the straight-line method over the estimated useful economic life and
assessed for impairment whenever there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The
amortization period and method for an intangible asset with a finite useful life is reviewed at least each
financial period. Changes in the expected useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future
economic benefits embodied in the said intangible asset is accounted for by changing the amortization
period or method, as appropriate, and are treated as changes in accounting estimates. The amortization
expense on intangible assets with finite lives is recognized in the consolidated statement of income in
the expense category consistent with the function of the intangible asset.
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Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are tested for impairment annually either individually or at
the cash generating unit level. Such intangibles are not amortized. The useful life of an intangible asset
with an indefinite life is reviewed annually to determine whether the indefinite life assessment continues
to be supportable. If not, the change in the useful life assessment from indefinite to finite is made on a
prospective basis.
Gains or losses arising from derecognition of an intangible asset are measured as the difference between
the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and are recognized in the consolidated
statement of income in the period the asset is derecognized.
Service Concession Arrangements
Public-to-private service concession arrangements where: (a) the grantor controls or regulates services
the Company must provide with the infrastructure, to whom it must provide them, and at what price;
and (b) the grantor controls through ownership, beneficial entitlement or otherwise any significant
residual interest in the infrastructure at the end of the term of the arrangement are accounted for under
the provisions of Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 12, “Service Concession Arrangements.”
Infrastructures used in a public-to-private service concession arrangement for its entire useful life
(whole-of-life assets) are within the scope of this Interpretation if the conditions in (a) are met. This
Interpretation applies to both: (a) infrastructure that the Company constructs or acquires from a third
party for the purpose of the service arrangement; and (b) existing infrastructure to which the grantor
gives the Company access for the purpose of the service arrangement.
Infrastructures within the scope of this Interpretation are not recognized as property, plant and
equipment of the First Holdings Group. Under the terms of contractual arrangements within the scope
of this Philippine Interpretation, the Company acts as a service provider. The First Holdings Group
constructs or upgrades infrastructure (construction or upgrade services) used to provide a public service
and operates and maintains that infrastructure (operation services) for a specified period of time.
The First Holdings Group recognizes and measures revenue in accordance with PAS 11, “Construction
contracts” and PAS 18, “Revenues” for the services it performs. If the Company performs more than
one service (i.e., construction or upgrade services and operation services) under a single contract or
arrangement, consideration received or receivable shall be allocated by reference to the relative fair
values of the services delivered, when the amounts are separately identifiable.
When the First Holdings Group provides construction or upgrades services, the consideration received
or receivable by the Company is recognized at its fair value. The First Holdings Group accounts for
revenue and costs relating to construction or upgrade services in accordance with PAS 11. Revenue
from constructions contracts is recognized based on the percentage-of-completion method, measured by
reference to the percentage of costs incurred to date to estimated total costs for each contract. The
Company accounts for revenue and costs relating to operation services in accordance with PAS 18.
The First Holdings Group recognizes a financial asset to the extent that it has an unconditional
contractual right to receive cash or another financial asset from or at the direction of the grantor for the
construction services. The Company recognizes an intangible asset to the extent that it receives a right
(a license) to charge users of the public service.
When the First Holdings Group has contractual obligations it must fulfill as a condition of its license (a)
to maintain the infrastructure to a specified level of serviceability or (b) to restore the infrastructure to a
specified condition before it is handed over to the grantor at the end of the service arrangement, it
recognizes and measures these contractual obligations in accordance with PAS 37, “Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets,” i.e., at the best estimate of the expenditure that would be
required to settle the present obligation as at the balance sheet date.
In accordance with PAS 23, “Borrowing Costs,” borrowing costs attributable to the arrangement are
recognized as an expense in the period in which they are incurred unless the First Holdings Group has a
contractual right to receive an intangible asset (a right to charge users of the public service). In this
case, borrowing costs attributable to the arrangement are capitalized during the construction phase of the
arrangement in accordance with the allowed alternative treatment provided under PAS 23.
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Prepaid Gas
Prepaid gas (included in the “Other noncurrent assets” account in the consolidated balance sheet)
consists of payments to Gas Sellers for unconsumed gas, net of adjustment. The prepaid gas is
recoverable in the form of future gas deliveries in the order that it arose and can be consumed within a
10-year period. Prepaid gas arising from the respective Settlement Agreements (SAs) and Payment
Deferral Agreements (PDAs) of FGPC and FGP may be recovered until December 2014. If it should be
determined at some future date that the likelihood of any amount of gas usage or delivery is remote, then
the relevant amount deemed no longer realizable will be written off in the consolidated statement of
income.
Evaluation and Exploration Assets
All costs incurred in the geological and geophysical activities such as costs of topographical, geological
and geophysical studies; rights of access to properties to conduct those studies; salaries and other
expenses of geologists, geophysical crews, or others conducting those studies are charged to expense in
the year such are incurred.
If the results of initial geological and geophysical activities reveal the presence of geothermal resource
that will require further exploration and drilling, subsequent exploration and drilling costs are
accumulated and deferred under the “Evaluation and exploration assets” account included in “other
noncurrent assets” account in the consolidated balance sheet.
These costs include the following:
a.
b.
c.

costs associated with the construction of temporary facilities;
costs of drilling exploratory and exploratory-type stratigraphic test wells, pending determination of
whether the wells can produce proven reserves; and
costs of local administration, finance, general and security services, surface facilities and other local
costs in preparing for and supporting the drilling activities, incurred during the drilling of
exploratory wells.

If the results of the tests on the drilled exploratory wells reveal that these wells cannot produce proven
reserves, the capitalized costs are charged to expense, except when management decides to use the
unproductive wells, for recycling or waste disposal.
Once the technical feasibility and commercial viability of the project to produce proven reserves are
established, the exploration and evaluation assets shall be reclassified to either intangible asset or
concession receivable at its fair value at the date of reclassification.
Research and Development Costs
Research costs are expensed as incurred. Development expenditure incurred on an individual project is
carried forward when its future recoverability can reasonably be regarded as assured. Any expenditure
carried forward is amortized in line with the expected future sales from the related project. Otherwise,
development costs are expensed as incurred.
The carrying value of development costs is reviewed for impairment annually when the asset is not yet
in use, or more frequently when an indication of impairment arises during the reporting year.
Debt Issuance Costs
Expenditures incurred in connection with availments of long-term debt and issuances of bonds are
deferred and amortized using effective interest method over the term of the loans and bonds. Debt
issuance costs are netted against the related long-term debt and bonds payable allocated correspondingly
to the current and noncurrent portions.
Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs include interest charges and other costs incurred in connection with the borrowing of
funds, including exchange differences arising from foreign currency borrowings used to finance the
project to the extent that they are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs, net of interest income.
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Borrowing costs are generally expensed as incurred. Borrowing costs are capitalized if they are directly
attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset until such time that the
asset is substantially ready for its intended use or sale, which necessarily takes a substantial period of
time. Capitalization of borrowing costs commences when the activities to prepare the asset are in
progress and expenditures and borrowing costs are being incurred. If the resulting carrying amount of
the asset exceeds its recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognized in the consolidated statement
of income.
Provisions and Contingencies
Provisions are recognized when the First Holdings Group has a present obligation (legal or
constructive): (a) as a result of a past event, (b) it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and (c) a reliable estimate can be made of the
amount of the obligation. Where the First Holdings Group expects some or all of the provision to be
reimbursed, for example, under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is recognized as a separate
asset but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to any provision is
recognized in the consolidated statement of income, net of any reimbursement. If the effect of the time
value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a
pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessment of the time value of money and, where appropriate,
the risks specific to the liability. Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the
passage of time is recognized as an accretion included under “Finance cost” account in the consolidated
statement of income.
The First Holdings Group recognized provisions arising from legal and/or constructive obligation
associated with the cost of dismantling and removing an item of property, plant and equipment and
restoring the site where it is located. The obligation occurs either when the asset is acquired or as a
consequence of using the asset for the purpose of generating electricity during a particular period. A
corresponding asset is recognized in property, plant and equipment. Dismantling costs are provided at
the present value of expected costs to settle the obligation using estimated cash flows. The cash flows
are discounted at a current pre-tax rate that reflects the risks specific to the dismantling liability. The
unwinding of the discount is expensed as incurred and recognized in the consolidated statement of
income as accretion expense. The estimated future costs of dismantling are reviewed annually and
adjusted, as appropriate. Changes in the dismantling provision that result from a change in the current
best estimate of cash flows required to settle the obligation or a change in the discount rate are added to
(or deducted from) the amount recognized as the related asset.
Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements but are disclosed in the
notes to consolidated financial statements unless the possibility of an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits is remote. Contingent assets are not recognized but are disclosed in the notes to
consolidated financial statements when an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the
transaction will flow to the First Holdings Group and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably.
The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before revenue is recognized:
Sale of Electricity. Revenue from sale of electricity (in the case of FGP and FGPC) is based on the
respective PPA of FGP and FGPC, which qualify as leases on the basis that FGP and FGPC sell all of
their output to MERALCO. These agreements call for a take-or-pay arrangement where payment is
made principally on the basis of the availability of the power plants and not on actual deliveries of
electricity generated. These arrangements are determined to be operating leases since a significant
portion of the risks and benefits of ownership of the assets are retained by FGP and FGPC.
Revenue from sale of electricity is composed of fixed capacity fees, fixed and variable operating and
maintenance fees, fuel, wheeling and pipeline charges, sales tax and supplemental fees. The portion
related to the fixed capacity fees and fixed operating and maintenance fees is considered as operating
lease component and such fees are recognized on a straight-line basis, based on the actual net
dependable capacity tested/proven, over the terms of the respective PPAs. Variable operating and
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maintenance fees, fuel, wheeling and pipeline charges and supplemental fees are recognized monthly
based on the actual energy delivered.
Revenue from sale of electricity covered with service concession arrangements is consummated
whenever the electricity generated is transmitted to the transmission line of the buyer for a
consideration. Sale of electricity is based on base price per kilo-Watt hour (kWh) of electricity
delivered, subject to inflation adjustments and net of the portion representing collection of concession
receivables and related finance income.
Revenue from Sale of Steam. Sale of steam is recognized when steam generated or its by-product passes
to the flow meters installed at the interface point for conversion by the buyer into electricity. Sale of
steam is recognized based on the sales price per kWh of gross or net generation and guaranteed take-orpay at certain percentage plant factor, subject to inflation adjustments and net of the portion representing
collection of concession receivables and related finance income.
Revenue from Drilling Services. Revenue is recognized as drilling services are rendered.
Revenue from Construction Contracts. Revenue is recognized based on the percentage of completion
method of accounting using surveys of work performed by an internal quantity surveyor to measure the
stage of completion.
Contract costs include all direct materials, labor costs and indirect costs related to contract performance.
Changes in job performance, job conditions and estimated profitability including those arising from
contract penalty provisions and final contract settlements, which may result in revisions to estimated
costs and gross margins, are recognized in the period in which the revisions are determined. Claims for
additional contract revenues are recognized when negotiations have reached an advanced stage such that
it is probable that the customer will accept the claim; and the amount that will be accepted by the
customer can be measured reliably. Variation orders are included in contract revenue when it is
probable that the customer will approve the variation and the amount of revenue arising from the
variation; and the amount of revenue can be reasonably measured reliably.
Costs and estimated earnings in excess of amounts billed on uncompleted contracts accounted for under
the percentage of completion method are classified as current assets under the “Costs and estimated
earnings in excess of billings on uncompleted contracts” account in the consolidated balance sheet.
Retentions receivables are included under the “Trade and other receivables” account in the consolidated
balance sheets.
Sale of Services and Park Charges. Revenues from pipeline services and park charges are recognized
when services are rendered, while revenue for water distribution and waste water treatment are
recognized on an accrual basis using the monthly meter reading of the customers’ water consumption
and waste water discharge respectively. Adjustments of billings for pipeline services over and above
the base charges are recorded at the time of settlement with shippers. These are included under the
“Contracts and services” account in the revenue section of the consolidated statements of income.
Sale of Real Estate. Revenue from and cost of sale of completed real estate projects is accounted for
using the full accrual method. The percentage of completion method is used to recognize income from
sales of projects where the Company has material obligations under the sales contract to complete the
project after the property is sold. Under the percentage of completion method, revenue and costs are
measured principally on the basis of the ratio of actual costs incurred to date over the estimated total
costs of the project.
Equity in Net Earnings. The First Holdings Group recognizes its share in the net income of associates
proportionate to the equity in the voting shares of such associates in accordance with the equity method
of accounting for investments.
Interest Income. Interest income is recognized as the interest accrues (using the effective interest rate,
which is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the
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financial instrument to the net carrying amount of the financial asset), taking into account the effective
yield on the asset.
Dividends. Dividend income is recognized when the shareholders’ right to receive the payment is
established.
Rent of Investment Properties. Rental income from operating lease arrangements is recognized on a
straight-line basis over the term of the lease.
Guarantee Fees. Guarantee fees are recognized in accordance with the terms of the agreement.
Unearned Revenue
Unearned revenue (included in “Other noncurrent liabilities” account in the consolidated balance sheet)
represents payments by MERALCO for unconsumed gas in connection with the respective SAs and
PDAs of FGP and FGPC, which may be availed of until December 2014, in case the actual gas
consumed by the power plants in generating electricity to MERALCO exceeds their respective take-orpay quantities at any given year.
Foreign Currency Transactions and Translations
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is the First Holdings
Group’s functional and presentation currency. All subsidiaries and associates evaluate their primary
economic and operating environment and, determine their functional currency and items included in the
financial statements of each entity are initially measured using that functional currency. Transactions in
foreign currencies are initially recorded in the functional currency rate prevailing on the period of the
transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are restated at the
functional currency closing rate of exchange prevailing at the balance sheet date. All differences are
recognized in the consolidated statement of income. Nonmonetary items that are measured in terms of
historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial
transactions. Nonmonetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the
exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined.
Except for First Gen Group, FSRI, First Sumiden Circuits, Inc. (FSCI), FPPC, First Philec Solar, FGH
International, FPH Fund and FPH Ventures, which have identified the US dollar as their functional
currency, all other subsidiaries consider the Philippine peso as their functional currency. As of the
reporting date, the assets and liabilities of the First Gen Group, FSRI, FSCI, FPPC, First Philec Solar,
FGH International, FPH Fund and FPH Ventures are translated into the presentation currency of Parent
Company at the closing rate at the balance sheet date and, their statements of income are translated
using the weighted average exchange rate for the year. The exchange differences arising on the
translation are taken directly to the “Cumulative Translation Adjustments” account in the equity section
of the consolidated balance sheet. Upon disposal of any of these subsidiaries, the deferred cumulative
amount recognized in equity relating to that particular subsidiary will be recognized in the consolidated
statement of income.
Leases
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease is based on the substance of the
arrangement and requires an assessment of whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is dependent on
the use of a specific asset or assets and the arrangement conveys a right to use the asset. A reassessment
is made after inception of the lease only if one of the following applies:
a.
b.
c.
d.

there is a change in contractual terms, other than a renewal or extension of the arrangement;
a renewal option is exercised or extension granted, unless that term of the renewal or extension was
initially included in the lease term;
there is a change in the determination of whether fulfillment is dependent on a specified
asset; or
there is a substantial change to the asset.
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Where a reassessment is made, lease accounting will commence or cease from the date when the change
in circumstances gave rise to the reassessment for scenarios (a), (c) or (d) above, and at the date of
renewal or extension period for scenario (b).
Leases where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the asset are
classified as operating leases. In cases where the Company acts as a lessee, operating lease payments
are recognized as expense in the consolidated statement of income on a straight-line basis over the lease
term. However, in cases where the Company is a lessor, the initial direct costs incurred in negotiating
an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognized over the lease
term on the same bases as rental income. Contingent rents are recognized as revenue in the year in
which they are earned.
Retirement Costs and Other Post-Retirement Benefits
The Parent Company and certain of its subsidiaries have distinct funded, noncontributory defined
benefit retirement plans. EDC also provides for post-retirement medical and life insurance benefits to
its permanent employees, which are unfunded. The plans cover all permanent employees, each
administered by their respective retirement committee.
The cost of providing benefits under the defined benefit plans is determined using the projected unit
credit method. Under this method, the current service cost is the present value of retirement benefits
obligation in the future with respect to services rendered in the current period. Actuarial gains and
losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are credited to or
charged against income when the net cumulative unrecognized actuarial gains and losses for each
individual plan at the end of the previous reporting year exceeded 10% of the higher of the defined
benefit obligation and the fair value of plan assets at that date. These gains or losses are recognized
over the expected average remaining working lives of the employees participating in the plans.
Past service cost is recognized as an expense, unless the changes to the retirement plans are conditional
on the employees remaining in service for a specified period of time (the vesting period). In such
instance, the past service costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the average period until the
benefits become vested.
The defined benefit asset or liability is comprised of the present value of the defined benefit obligation
and actuarial gains and losses not recognized, reduced by past service cost not yet recognized, and the
fair value of plan assets out of which the obligations are to be settled directly. Plan assets are assets that
are held by a long-term employee benefit fund. Plan assets are not available to the creditors of the
Company nor can be paid directly to the Company. The present value of the defined benefit obligation
is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows using the interest rate on government
bonds that have terms to maturity approximating the terms of the related retirement obligation. The
value of any plan assets recognized is restricted to the sum of any past service costs not yet recognized
and the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or
reductions in the future contributions to the plan.
If the asset is measured at the aggregate of cumulative unrecognized net actuarial losses and past service
cost and the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or
reductions in the future contributions to the plan, net actuarial losses of the current period and past
service costs for the current period are recognized immediately to the extent that they exceed any
reduction in the present value of those economic benefits. If there is no change or an increase in the
present value of the economic benefits, the entire net actuarial losses of the current period and past
service costs for the current period are recognized immediately. Similarly, net actuarial gains of the
current period after the deduction of past service cost of the current period exceeding any increase in the
present value of the economic benefits stated in the foregoing are recognized immediately if the asset is
measured at the aggregate of cumulative unrecognized net actuarial losses and past service cost and the
present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in
the future contributions to the plan. If there is no change or a decrease in the present value of the
economic benefits, the entire net actuarial gains of the current period after the deduction of past service
cost of the current period are recognized immediately.
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Impairment of Nonfinancial Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment, Intangible Assets, Prepaid Gas and Prepaid Major Spare Parts. At
each reporting date, the First Holdings Group assesses whether there is any indication that its nonfinancial assets (specifically, property, plant and equipment, investment properties, goodwill, intangible
assets and investment accounted for using the equity method) may be impaired. When an indicator of
impairment exists or when an annual impairment testing for an asset is required, the First Holdings
Group makes a formal estimate of an asset’s recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the higher of
an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use. The recoverable amount is determined for an
individual asset, unless the asset does not generate cash inflows that are largely independent from other
assets or groups of assets, in which case the recoverable amount is assessed as part of the cashgenerating unit to which it belongs. Where the carrying amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit)
exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset (or cash-generating unit) is considered impaired and is written
down to its recoverable amount. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are
discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessment of
the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset (or cash-generating unit). An impairment loss
is charged to operations in the year in which it arises.
For nonfinancial assets, excluding goodwill, an assessment is made at each reporting date as to whether
there is any indication that previously recognized impairment losses may no longer exist or may have
decreased. If such indication exists, the recoverable amount is estimated. A previously recognized
impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the asset’s
recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognized. If that is the case, the carrying
amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable amount. That increased amount cannot exceed the
carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been
recognized for the asset in prior years. Such reversal is recognized in the consolidated statement of
income. After such reversal, the depreciation is adjusted in future years to allocate the asset’s revised
carrying amount, less any residual value, on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.
Goodwill. Goodwill is reviewed for impairment, annually or more frequently if events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be impaired.
Impairment is determined for goodwill by assessing the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit
(or group of cash-generating units) to which the goodwill relates. Where the recoverable amount of the
cash-generating unit (or group of cash-generating units) is less than the carrying amount of the cashgenerating unit (or group of cash-generating units) to which goodwill has been allocated, an impairment
loss is recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of income. Impairment loss relating to
goodwill cannot be reversed for subsequent increases in its recoverable amount in future periods. First
Holdings Group performs its annual impairment test of goodwill as of December 31 of each year.
Investment in Associates. First Holdings Group determines whether it is necessary to recognize an
impairment loss on its investment in associates. First Holdings Group determines at each balance sheet
date whether there is any objective evidence that the investment in an associate is impaired. If this is the
case, First Holdings Group calculates the amount of impairment as being the difference between the
recoverable amount of the associates and its carrying value and recognizes the amount in the
consolidated statement of income.
Treasury Shares
Own equity instruments, which are reacquired (treasury shares) are recognized at cost and deducted
from equity. No gain or loss is recognized in the consolidated statement of income on the purchase,
sale, re-issue or cancellation of the First Holding’s Group own equity instruments.
Share-based Payment Transactions
Certain employees (including senior executives) of FPHC, First Gen Group and an associate (BPPC)
receive remuneration in the form of share-based payment transactions. Under such circumstance, the
employees render services in exchange for shares or rights over shares (“equity-settled transactions”).
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Equity-settled Transactions. The cost of equity-settled transactions with employees is measured by
reference to the fair value of the stock options at the date the option is granted. The fair value is
determined using the Black-Scholes-Merton Option Pricing Model. In valuing equity-settled
transactions, no account is taken of any performance conditions, other than conditions linked to the price
of the shares (“market conditions”), if applicable.
The cost of equity-settled transactions is recognized, together with a corresponding increase in equity,
over the period in which the performance and/or service conditions are fulfilled, ending on the date on
which the relevant employees become fully entitled to the award (“the vesting date”). The cumulative
expense recognized for equity-settled transactions at each reporting date until the vesting date reflects
the extent to which the vesting period has expired and the Company’s best estimate of the number of
equity instruments that will ultimately vest. The charge or credit to the consolidated statements of
income for a period represents the movement in cumulative expense recognized as of the beginning and
end of that period.
No expense is recognized for awards that do not ultimately vest, except for awards where vesting is
conditional upon a market condition, which are treated as vesting irrespective of whether or not the
market condition is satisfied, provided that all other performance conditions are satisfied.
Where the terms of an equity-settled award are modified, an expense, as a minimum is recognized as if
the terms had not been modified. An expense is recognized for any increase in the value of the
transactions as a result of the modification, as measured at the date of modification.
Where an equity-settled award is cancelled, it is treated as if it had vested on the date of cancellation,
and any expense not yet recognized for the award is recognized immediately. However, if a new award
is substituted for the cancelled award, and designated as a replacement award on the date that it is
granted, the cancelled and new awards are treated as if they were modifications of the original award, as
described in the foregoing.
The dilutive effect of outstanding options is reflected as additional share dilution in the computation of
earnings per share (see Note 4).
Income Tax
Current Income Tax. Tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior years are measured at the
amount expected to be recovered from or paid to the tax authority. The tax rates and tax laws used to
compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantially enacted as at the balance sheet date.
Deferred Tax. Deferred tax is provided in full, using the balance sheet liability method, on temporary
differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the
consolidated financial statements as at the balance sheet date. However, deferred income tax is not
accounted for if it arises from initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a
business combination, which at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit.
Deferred income tax is determined using the tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or
substantially enacted as at the balance sheet date and are expected to be applied when the related
deferred income tax asset is realized or the deferred income tax liability is settled.
Deferred income tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carry-forward of
unused tax credits from excess minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) over the regular income tax, and
unused net operating loss carryover (NOLCO), to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be
available against which the deductible temporary differences, and the carry-forward of unused tax
credits from MCIT and unused NOLCO can be utilized. Deferred income tax, however, is not
recognized:


where the deferred income tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at
the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and
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in respect of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries and
associates, deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that the temporary
differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be available against which
the temporary differences can be utilized.

Deferred tax liabilities are not provided on non-taxable temporary differences associated with
investments in domestic subsidiaries and an associate.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the
extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of
the deferred tax asset to be utilized. Unrecognized deferred tax assets are reassessed at each balance
sheet date and are recognized to the extent that it has become probable that future taxable profit will
allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are applicable to the year when the
asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or
substantially enacted as at the balance sheet date.
Current and deferred tax assets and liabilities relating to items recognized directly in equity are
recognized in equity and not in the consolidated statement of income.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to set off current tax
assets against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same
tax authority.
Cash Dividends on Preferred and Common Shares
Cash dividends on preferred and common shares are recognized as liability and deducted from equity
when approved by the respective shareholders of the Parent Company and subsidiaries. Dividends for
the year that are approved after the balance sheet date are dealt with as an event after the balance sheet
date.
Earnings per Share (EPS) Attributable to the Equity Holders of the Parent Company
Basic EPS is calculated by dividing the net income (less preferred dividends, if any) for the year
attributable to common shareholders by the weighted average number of common shares outstanding
during the year, after giving retroactive effect to any stock dividends or stock splits declared during the
year.
Diluted EPS is calculated in the same manner, adjusted for the effects of any: (a) preferred dividends;
and assuming that, where applicable (b) at the beginning of the year or at the time of issuance during the
year, all outstanding stock options are exercised and debt instruments with potential common stock
equivalent are converted to common shares and appropriate adjustments to net income are effected for
the related expenses and income. Outstanding stock options will have dilutive effect under the treasury
stock method only when the average market price of the underlying common share during the period
exceeds the exercise price of the option.
Where the EPS effect of the assumed exercise of outstanding options has anti-dilutive effect, diluted
EPS is presented the same as basic EPS with a disclosure that the effect of the exercise of the
instruments is anti-dilutive.
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Segment Reporting
For purposes of financial reporting, the First Holdings Group is organized and managed separately
according to the nature of the products and services provided, with each segment representing a strategic
business unit that offers different products or services. Such business segments are the bases upon
which the Company reports its primary segment information. Financial information on business
segments is presented in Note 4 to the consolidated financial statements. The First Holdings Group has
one geographical segment and derives principally all its revenues from domestic operations.
Future Changes in Accounting Policies
The First Holdings Group did not early adopt the following standards and amendments that have been
approved but are not yet effective:
Effective in 2010


Revised PFRS 3, “Business Combinations” and PAS 27, “Consolidated and Separate Financial
Statements:
The revised PFRS 3 introduces a number of changes in the accounting for business combinations
that will impact the amount of goodwill recognized, the reported results in the period that an
acquisition occurs, and future reported results. The revised PAS 27 requires, among others, that (a)
change in ownership interests of a subsidiary (that do not result in loss of control) will be accounted
for as an equity transaction and will have no impact on goodwill nor will it give rise to a gain or
loss; (b) losses incurred by the subsidiary will be allocated between the controlling and noncontrolling interests (previously referred to as ‘minority interests’); even if the losses exceed the
non-controlling equity investment in the subsidiary; and (c) on loss of control of a subsidiary, any
retained interest will be remeasured to fair value and this will impact the gain or loss recognized on
disposal. The changes introduced by the revised PFRS 3 and PAS 27 must be applied prospectively
and will affect future acquisitions and transactions with non-controlling interests.



Amendment to PAS 39, “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement -Eligible Hedged
Items”
Amendment to PAS 39 will be effective on July 1, 2009, which addresses only the designation of a
one-sided risk in a hedged item, and the designation of inflation as a hedged risk or portion in
particular situations. The amendment clarifies that an entity is permitted to designate a portion of
the fair value changes or cash flow variability of a financial instrument as a hedged item.

Effective in 2012


Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 15, “Agreement for Construction of Real Estate”

This Interpretation covers accounting for revenue and associated expenses by entities that
undertake the construction of real estate directly or through subcontractors. This
Interpretation requires that revenue on construction of real estate be recognized only upon
completion, except when such contract qualifies as construction contract to be accounted
for under PAS 11, Construction Contracts, or involves rendering of services in which case
revenue is recognized based on stage of completion. Contracts involving provision of
services with the construction materials and where the risks and reward of ownership are
transferred to the buyer on a continuous basis, will also be accounted for based on stage of
completion.
New and revised disclosure requirements will be included in the consolidated financial statements when
the First Holdings Group adopts these standards, amendments and interpretations on their respective
effectivity dates.
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Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates
The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with PFRS requires the First
Holdings Group to make judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities, at the reporting
date. However, future events may occur which will cause the assumptions used in arriving at the
estimates to change. The effects of any change in estimates are reflected in the consolidated financial
statements as they become determinable.
Judgments and estimates are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances.
The First Holdings Group believes that the following represents a summary of these significant
judgments and estimates and related impact on and associated risks to the consolidated financial
statements:
Judgments
Determination of Functional Currency. Except for the First Gen Group, FSRI, FPPC, First Philec Solar,
FSCI, FGHC International, FPH Fund and FPH Ventures, the Parent Company and all other subsidiaries
and associates have determined that their functional currency is the Philippine peso. The Philippine
peso is the currency of the primary economic environment in which the Parent Company and all other
subsidiaries and associates, except for those entities earlier mentioned, operate. The Philippine Peso is
also the currency that mainly influences the sale of goods and services as well as the costs of selling
such goods and providing such services. The First Gen Group, FSRI, FSCI, FGHC International, First
Philec Solar, FPH Fund and FPH Ventures have determined the US dollar to be their functional
currency. Thus, the accounts of First Gen, FSRI, FGHC International, First Philec Solar, FPH Fund and
FPH Ventures were translated to Philippine peso for the purposes of consolidation to the First Holdings
Group’s accounts.
Operating Lease Commitments - First Holdings Group as Lessor. The respective PPAs of FGP and
FGPC qualify as leases on the basis that FGP and FGPC sell all of their output to MERALCO. These
agreements call for a take-or-pay arrangement where payment is made principally on the basis of the
availability of the power plants and not on actual deliveries of electricity generated. These lease
arrangements are determined to be operating leases where a significant portion of the risks and benefits
of ownership of the assets are retained by FGP and FGPC. Accordingly, the power plant assets are
recorded as part of the cost of property, plant and equipment and the fixed capacity fees billed and fixed
operating and maintenance fees billed to MERALCO and NPC are recorded as operating revenues on
straight-line basis over the applicable terms of the PPAs.
Operating Lease Commitments - First Holdings Group as Lessee. The First Holdings Group has
entered into commercial property leases for certain of its investment properties. The First Holdings
Group has determined that it retains all the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the property
and thus, accounts for such agreements as operating leases.
Service Concession Arrangements. In applying Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 12, the First Holdings
Group has made a judgment that the Geothermal Service Contracts (GSCs) of EDC with the Philippine
Government through Department of Energy (DOE) in the following contract areas: Tongonan, Leyte;
Southern Negros; Bacon-Manito (BacMan) in Albay and Sorsogon; and Mt. Apo, North Cotabato
qualify under the financial asset model; while EDC’s service contract for the Northern Negros Project,
and the expansion development of Tanawon project in the Bacon-Manito service contract area qualifies
under the intangible asset model. The Project Agreement of BPPC with the National Power Corporation
(NPC) qualifies under the financial asset model.
Deferred Revenue on Stored Energy. Under EDC’s addendum agreements with the NPC, EDC has
commitment to NPC for certain volume of stored energy that NPC may lift for a specified period,
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provided that the EDC is able to generate such energy over and above the nominated energy for each
given year in accordance with the related PPAs. EDC has made a judgment based on historical
information that the probability of future liftings by NPC from the stored energy is remote and
accordingly has not deferred any portion of the collected revenues.
Fair Value of Financial Instruments. Where the fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities
recorded in the consolidated balance sheet cannot be derived from active markets, they are determined
using a variety of valuation techniques that include the use of mathematical models. The input to these
models is taken from observable markets where possible, but where this is not feasible, a degree of
judgment is required in establishing fair values. The judgments include considerations of liquidity and
model inputs such as correlation and volatility for longer dated financial instruments.
Estimates
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the
consolidated balance sheet date that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below:
Fair Value of Financial Assets and Liabilities. Certain financial assets and financial liabilities are
required to be carried at fair value, which requires the use of accounting estimates and judgment. While
significant components of fair value measurement are determined using verifiable objective evidence
(i.e., foreign exchange rates, interest rates and volatility rates), the timing and amount of changes in fair
value would differ with the valuation methodology used. Any change in the fair value of these financial
assets and financial liabilities would directly affect consolidated profit and loss and consolidated equity.
Impairment of Goodwill. The First Holdings Group performs impairment review on goodwill on an
annual basis or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value
may be impaired. This requires an estimation of the value in use of the cash-generating units to which
goodwill is allocated. Estimating the value in use requires us to make an estimate of the expected future
cash flows from the cash-generating unit and also to choose a suitable discount rate in order to calculate
the present value of those cash flows.
Estimating Allowance for Impairment Losses on Receivables. The First Holdings Group reviews its
loans and receivables at each reporting date to assess whether an allowance for impairment should be
recorded in the consolidated statement of income. In particular, judgment by management is required in
the estimation of the amount and timing of future cash flows when determining the level of allowance
required. Such estimates are based on assumptions about a number of factors and actual results may
differ, resulting in future changes in the allowance.
The First Holdings Group maintains an allowance for doubtful accounts at a level that management
considers adequate to provide for potential uncollectibility of its trade and other receivables, and its
receivables arising from service concession arrangements. The First Holdings Group evaluates specific
balances where management has information that certain amounts may not be collectible. In these
cases, the First Holdings Group uses judgment, based on available facts and circumstances, and a review
of the factors that affect the collectibility of the accounts including, but not limited to, the age and status
of the receivables, collection experience, past loss experience and, in the case of the receivables arising
from service concession arrangements, the expected net cash inflows from the concession. The review
is made by management on a continuing basis to identify accounts to be provided with allowance.
These specific reserves are re-evaluated and adjusted as additional information received affects the
amount estimated. In addition to specific allowance against individually significant receivables, the
First Holdings Group also makes a collective impairment allowance against exposures which, although
not specifically identified as requiring a specific allowance, have a greater risk of default than when
originally granted. This collective allowance is based on historical default experience.
In addition to specific allowance against individually significant receivables, First Holdings Group also
makes a collective impairment allowance against exposures which, although not specifically identified
as requiring a specific allowance, have a greater risk of default than when originally granted. Collective
assessment of impairment is made on a portfolio or group basis after performing a regular review of age
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and status of the portfolio/group of accounts relative to historical collections, changes in payment terms,
and other factors that may affect ability to collect payments.
Estimating Net Realizable Value of Inventories. Inventories are presented at the lower of cost or net
realizable value. Estimates of net realizable value are based on the most reliable evidence available at
the time the estimates are made, of the amount the inventories are expected to realize. A review of the
items of inventories is performed at each balance sheet date to reflect the accurate valuation of
inventories in the consolidated financial statements.
Impairment of Investments at Equity and Deposits. An impairment review is performed on investments
at equity and deposits whenever impairment indication exists. This requires an estimation of the value
in use of the associates. Estimating the value in use requires estimates of the expected future cash flows
from the associates and to make use of a suitable discount rate to calculate the present value of those
future cash flows.
Impairment of AFS Financial Assets. The First Holdings Group considers AFS financial assets as
impaired when there has been a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of such investments
below their cost or where other objective evidence of impairment exists. The determination of what is
“significant” or “prolonged” requires judgment. The First Holdings Group treats “significant” generally
as 20% or more and “prolonged” as greater than six months. In addition, First Holdings Group
evaluates other factors, including normal volatility in share price for quoted equities and the future cash
flows and the discount factors for unquoted equities.
Present Value of Retirement Obligation. The determination of the First Holdings Group’s retirement
cost is dependent on certain assumptions which the management provided to the actuary to use as basis
to calculate such amount. The actuarial valuation involves making assumptions on discount rates,
expected returns on plan assets, future salary increases, mortality rates and future retirement increases,
rates of compensation increase. In accordance with PAS 19, past service costs, experience adjustments,
and effects of the changes in actuarial assumptions are deemed to be amortized over the average
remaining working lives of employees. While the assumptions are reasonable and appropriate,
significant differences in the First Holdings Group’s actual experience or significant changes in the
assumptions may materially affect the retirement benefit obligation. Further, due to the long-term
nature of the plan, such estimates are subject to significant uncertainty.
The expected rate of return on plan assets was based on the average historical premium of the fund
assets. The assumed discount rates were determined using the market yields on Philippine government
bonds with terms consistent with the expected employee benefit payout as at the balance sheet date.
Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets. The carrying amounts of deferred tax assets at each balance sheet
date are reviewed and reduced to the extent that there are no longer sufficient taxable profits available to
allow all or part of the deferred tax assets to be utilized. The First Holdings Group’s assessment of the
recognition of deferred tax assets on deductible temporary differences, carryforward benefits of MCIT
and NOLCO is based on the forecasted taxable income of the following reporting period. This forecast
is based on the First Holdings Group’s past results and future expectations on revenues and expenses.
Estimating Revenue and Cost of Real Estate Sales. The Company’s revenue and cost recognition
policies require management to make use of estimates and assumptions that may affect the reported
amounts of revenues and costs. The Company’s revenue from real estate contracts recognized based on
the percentage of completion method are measured principally on the basis of the ratio of actual costs
incurred to date over the estimated total costs of the project. The total estimated cost of the project is
determined by the Company’s engineers and technical staff. At each balance sheet date, these estimates
are reviewed and revised to reflect the current conditions, when necessary.
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Estimating Useful Lives of Property, Plant and Equipment and Intangible Assets. The First Holdings
Group estimated the useful lives of the property, plant and equipment and intangible assets based on the
periods over which the assets are expected to be available for use and on the collective assessment of
industry practices, internal technical evaluation and experience with similar assets and arrangements.
The estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are reviewed
periodically and updated, if expectations differ from previous estimates due to physical wear and tear,
technical or commercial obsolescence and legal or other limits in the use of these property, plant and
equipment and intangible assets. However, it is possible that future results of operations could be
materially affected by changes in the estimates brought about by changes in the aforementioned factors.
The amounts and timing of recording the depreciation and amortization for any year, with regard to the
property, plant and equipment and intangible assets, would be affected by changes in these factors and
circumstances. A reduction in the estimated useful lives of the property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets would increase the recorded depreciation and amortization and decrease the noncurrent
assets. For purposes of determining the estimated useful life of the intangible asset arising from service
concession arrangements, EDC, in particular, included the renewal period on the basis of the
constitutional and contractual provisions and its historical experience of obtaining approvals of such
renewals at no significant cost. For intangible assets pertaining to the identified contracts arising from
the acquisition of EDC, the carrying value is amortized over the remaining term of the contracts.
There is no change in the estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
during the period.
Impairment of Other Non-financial Assets (i.e., Investment Properties, Prepaid Gas and Prepaid Major
Spare Parts). The First Holdings Group assesses impairment on these non-financial assets whenever
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable.
The factors that the First Holdings Group consider important, which could trigger an impairment review
include the following:



Significant under-performance relative to expected historical or projected future operating results;



Significant changes in the manner of use of the acquired assets or the strategy for overall business;
and



Significant negative industry and economic trends.

The First Holdings Group recognizes an impairment loss whenever the carrying amount of an asset
exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is computed using the value-in-use approach.
Recoverable amounts are estimated for individual assets or, if it is not possible, for the cash-generating
unit to which the assets belong.
There is no impairment loss recognized in the consolidated financial statements for the quarters ended
September 30, 2009 and 2008.
Exploration and Evaluation Costs. Exploration and evaluation costs are capitalized in accordance with
PFRS 6, “Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources.” Capitalization of these costs is based,
to a certain extent, on management’s judgment of the degree to which the expenditure may be associated
with finding specific geothermal reserve. First Holding Group determines impairment of projects based
on the technical assessment of its resident scientists in various disciplines or based on management’s
decision not to pursue any further commercial development of its exploration projects.
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Asset Retirement Obligations. Under certain Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) issued by
the Department of Environmental and Natural Resources, the First Holdings Group, specifically, FGP
and FGPC, has legal obligations to dismantle the power plant assets at the end of their useful lives. FG
Bukidnon, on the other hand, has contractual obligation under the lease agreements with PSALM to
dismantle its power plant assets at the end of the useful lives. The asset retirement obligations
recognized represent the best estimate of the expenditures required to dismantle the power plants at the
end of their useful lives. Such cost estimates are discounted using a pre-tax rate that reflects the current
market assessment of the time value of money and the risks specific to the liability. Each year, the asset
retirement obligation is increased to reflect the accretion of discount and to accrue an estimate for the
effects of inflation, with the charges being recognized in the “Finance Costs” account, presented in the
consolidated statement of income. While it is believed that the assumptions used in the estimation of
such costs are reasonable, significant changes in these assumptions may materially affect the recorded
expense or obligations in future periods.
Legal Contingencies and Regulatory Assessments. The First Holdings Group is involved in various
legal proceedings and regulatory assessments. The First Holdings Group has developed estimates of
probable costs for the resolution of possible claims in consultation with the external counsels handling
the Company’s defense for various legal proceedings and regulatory assessments and is based upon an
analysis of potential results.
The First Holdings Group, in consultation with its external legal counsel, does not believe that these
proceedings will have a material adverse effect on the consolidated financial statements. However, it is
possible that future results of operations could be materially affected by changes in the estimates or the
effectiveness of management’s strategies relating to these proceedings.

3.

Segment Information
Operating segments are components of the First Holdings Group that engage in business activities from
which they may earn revenues and incur expenses, whose operating results are regularly reviewed by
the enterprise’s chief operating decision maker to make decisions about how resources are to be
allocated to the segment and assess their performances, and for which discrete financial information is
available. First Holdings Group operating businesses are organized and managed separately according
to the nature of the products and services, with each segment representing a strategic business unit that
offers different products and serves different markets.
The First Holdings Group conducts the majority of its business activities in the following areas:





Power generation and power-related activities;
Roads and tollways operations (discontinued operations);
Manufacturing; and
Investment holdings, construction, real estate development, securities transfer services and
financing, which are aggregated as “Others.”

The operations of these business segments are in the Philippines.
Segment revenue, segment expenses and segment performance include transfers between business
segments. The transfers are accounted for at competitive market prices charged to unrelated customers
for similar products. Such transfers are eliminated in consolidation.
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Financial information about the business segments follows:

Power
Generation
and PowerRelated
Activities
Revenue:
External sales
Inter-segment sales
Total revenue
Segment results:
Equity in earnings of associates
Finance costs
Finance income
Provision for income tax
Net income from continuing
operations
Net income from discontinued
operations
Other information:
Segment assets
Investment in associates
Property, plant and equipment - net
Intangible assets - net
Total consolidated assets
Segment liabilities
Total consolidated liabilities
Depreciation and amortization

4.

P
=36,596
–
36,596
7,313
(565)
(4,038)
254
1,399

Manufacturing

P
=3,505
–
3,505
311
37
(50)
9
99

Investment
Holdings,
Construction,
Real Estate
Development
and Others

Eliminations

P
=2,303
31
2,334
(322)
1,588
(1,209)
270
57

P
=–
(31)
(31)
20
–
–
–
–

Consolidated

P
=42,404
42,404
7,322
1,060
(5,297)
533
1,555

1,504

210

7,496

–

9,210

2,011

–

–

–

2,011

103,036
44,634
27,109
428
103,036
68,255
69,040
1,938

5,923
219
1,859
–
5,945
3,897
3,897
203

82,064
44,086
833
–
82,095
16,101
16,101
122

(46,594)
(27,705)
–
–
(46,594)
(1,205)
(1,205)
–

144,429
61,234
29,801
428
144,482
87,048
87,833
2,263

EPS Computation
The following table presents information necessary to compute EPS:
2008
2009
(In Millions, Except Number of Shares and Per Share Data)
Net income attributable to equity
holders of the Parent
Less dividends on preferred shares
(a) Net income (loss) available to common shares
From Continuing Operations
From Discontinuing Operations

(b)

(c)

Number of shares:
Common shares outstanding
at beginning of year
Effect of common share issuances
during the period
Adjusted weighted average number
of common shares outstanding – basic
Effect of dilutive potential common shares
Adjusted weighted average number
of common shares outstanding – diluted

P
=7,848
376
P
=7,472
6,874
598

=156
P
96
=60
P
(716)
776

589,860,204

588,912,212

361,309

570,205

590,221,513
1,921,049

589,482,417
6,492,499

592,142,562

595,974,916

EPS:
Basic (a/b)
From Continuing Operations
From Discontinuing Operations
Diluted (a/c)

P
=12.660
11.647
1.013
12.619

=.101
P
(1.215)
1.316
0.100
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5.

Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
First Holdings Group’s principal financial liabilities are comprised of trade payables, bonds payable,
loans payable and long-term debt, among others. The main purpose of these financial liabilities is to
raise financing for First Holdings Group’s growth and operations. First Holdings Group has various
financial assets and liabilities such as cash and cash equivalents, short-term investments, trade
receivables, AFS financial assets, trade payables and other liabilities which arise directly from its
operations.
As a matter of policy, First Holdings Group does not trade its financial instruments. However, First
Holdings Group enters into derivative and hedging transactions, primarily interest rate swaps, currency
forward and range bonus forwards as needed, for the sole purpose of managing the risks that are
associated with First Holdings Group’s borrowing activities and as required by the lenders in certain
cases. First Holdings Group has an Enterprise Wide Risk Management Program which is aimed to
identify risks based on the likelihood of occurrence and impact to the business, formulate risk
management strategies, assess risk management capabilities and continuously monitor the risk
management efforts.
The main risks arising from First Holdings Group’s financial instruments are interest rate risk, foreign
currency risk, credit risk, credit concentration risk and liquidity risk. The BOD reviews and approves
policies for managing each of these risks as summarized below.
Interest Rate Risk
The First Holdings Group’s exposure to the risk for changes in market interest rates relates primarily to
the First Holdings Group’s long- term debt obligations with floating interest rates. First Holdings Group
believes that prudent management of its interest cost will entail a balanced mix of fixed and variable rate
debt. On a regular basis, the Finance team of First Holdings Group monitors the interest rate exposure
and presents it to management by way of a compliance report. To manage the exposure to floating
interest rates in a cost-efficient manner, prepayment, refinancing or entering into derivative instruments
such as interest rate swaps are undertaken as deemed necessary and feasible.
Foreign Currency Risk
First Holdings Group’s, except First Gen Group, FSRI, FSCI, FPPC, First Philec Solar, FGH
International, FPH Fund and FPH Venture, exposure to foreign currency risk arises mainly from cash,
short-term investments and long-term liabilities denominated in U.S. dollar. Any depreciation of the
U.S. dollar against the Philippine peso posts material foreign exchange losses relating to cash and shortterm investments, trade and other receivables, deposit and due to related parties while any appreciation
of the U.S. dollar and other currencies posts material foreign exchange losses relating to long-term
deposits. To better manage the foreign exchange risk, stabilize cash flows, and further improve the
investment and cash flow planning, First Holdings Group may consider entering into derivative
contracts and other hedging products as necessary. However, these hedges do not cover all the exposure
to foreign exchange risk.
The foreign-currency denominated assets and liabilities, which pertain to the U.S. dollar, are then
translated to Philippine peso being the functional and presentation currency for statutory reporting
purposes. In translating these foreign currency-denominated monetary assets and liabilities into
Philippine peso, the exchange rates used were P
=47.39 to US$1.00 and P
=47.05 to US$1.00, the Philippine
peso U.S. dollar exchange rates as of September 30, 2009 and 2008, respectively.
Equity Price Risk
Equity price risk is the risk that the fair value of traded equity instruments decrease as the result of the
changes in the levels of equity indices and the value of the individual stocks.
As of September 30, 2009 and 2008, First Holdings Group’s exposure to equity price risk is minimal.
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Credit Risk
The First Holdings Group trades only with recognized, creditworthy third parties and/or transacts only
with institutions and/or banks which have demonstrated financial soundness. It is the First Holdings
Group’s policy that all customers who wish to trade on credit terms are subject to credit verification
procedures. In addition, receivable balances and the level of allowance are monitored and reviewed on
a continuous basis. The result of such review revealed that the First Holdings Group’s exposure to bad
debts is not significant.
With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial assets of the First Holdings Group, which
comprise mostly of cash and cash equivalents, short-term investments, trade and other receivables,
concession receivables, receivable from MERALCO and AFS financial assets, the First Holdings
Group’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal
to the carrying amount of these instruments.
Credit Concentration Risk
The First Holdings Group, through First Gen’s operating subsidiaries FGP and FGPC, earns a
substantial portion of its revenues from MERALCO. MERALCO is committed to pay for the capacity
and energy generated by the San Lorenzo and the Santa Rita power plants under the existing long-term
PPAs which are due to expire in September 2027 and August 2025, respectively. While the PPAs
provide for the mechanisms by which certain costs and obligations including fuel costs, among others,
are treated as “pass-through” to MERALCO or are otherwise recoverable from MERALCO, it is the
intention of First Gen, FGP and FGPC to ensure that the pass-through mechanisms, as provided for in
their respective PPA, are followed.
Under the current regulatory regime, generation rate charged by FGP and FGPC to MERALCO are not
subject to regulations and are complete pass-through charges to MERALCO’S customers.
EDC’s geothermal and power generation business trades with only one major customer which is NPC, a
government-owned-and-controlled corporation. Any failure on the part of NPC to pay its obligations to
EDC would significantly affect EDC’s business operations. As a manner of practice, EDC monitors
closely its collections with NPC and charges interest on delayed payments following the provision in the
respective SSAs and PPAs.
First Holdings Group’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum
exposure equal to the carrying amounts of the receivables from MERALCO, in the case of FGP and
FGPC, and receivables from NPC in the case of EDC.
Liquidity Risk
First Holdings Group’s exposure to liquidity risk refers to the lack of funding needed to finance its
growth and capital expenditures, service its maturing loan obligations in a timely fashion, and meet its
working capital requirements. To manage this exposure, First Holdings Group maintains internally
generated funds and prudently manages the proceeds obtained from fund raising in the debt and equity
markets. On a regular basis, First Holdings Group’s treasury department monitors the available cash
balances. First Holdings Group maintains a level of cash and cash equivalents deemed sufficient to
finance the operations.

In addition, First Holdings Group has short-term cash investments and had available credit lines with
certain banking institutions. FGP and FGPC, in particular, maintain a Debt Service Revenue Account to
sustain the debt service requirements for the next payment period. As part of its liquidity risk
management, First Holdings Group regularly evaluates its projected and actual cash flows. It also
continuously assesses the financial market conditions for opportunities to pursue fund raising activities.

Capital Management
The primary objective of First Holdings Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a
strong credit rating and healthy capital ratios in order to support its business, comply with its financial
loan covenants and maximize shareholder value.
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First Holdings Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in
business and economic conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, First Holdings Group
may adjust the dividend payment to shareholders, return capital to shareholders or issue new shares. No
changes were made in the objectives, policies or processes during the period ended September 30, 2009
and 2008.
First Holdings Group monitors capital using a debt-to-equity ratio, which is total long-term debt divided
by total equity. Total equity includes the equity attributable to the equity holders of the parent and
minority interests. First Holding Group’s practice is to keep the debt-to-equity ratio not more than
2.50:1.
The Parent Company and certain of its subsidiaries are obligated to perform certain covenants with
respect to maintaining specified debt-to-equity and minimum debt-service-coverage ratios, as set forth in
their respective agreements with the creditors. As of September 30, 2009 and 2008, First Holding Group
is in compliance with those covenants.

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION & SUBSIDIARIES
AGING OF TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
SEPTEMBER 30, 2009
(Amount in millions)

1 Month

TOTAL

2 - 3 Mos.

7 Mos. to
1 Year

4 - 6 Mos.

1 - 2 Years

Trade

7,082

5,857

661

449

110

Others

1,352

223

729

109

211

24

8,434

6,080

1,390

558

321

24

-

-

-

-

19

6,080

1,390

558

321

Allowance for doubtful accounts

75
8,359

5 years Above

3 - 5 Years
-

5

5

5
5

Past due accounts
& Items in Litigation
-

-

56

-

56

-

56

-

-

-

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
TRADE PAYABLES AND OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 and 2008
(Amount in millions)

2008

2009
The Company
First Generation Holdings Corporation and Subsidiaries
Securities Transfer Services, Inc.
First Balfour, Inc.
First Philippine Industrial Park, Inc.
First Philippine Industrial Corporation
First Philippine Electric Corporation
First Philippine Infrastructure, Inc.
First Philippine Capital Resources, Inc.
First Philippine Realty Corporation
Batangas Cogen Corporation
First Philippine Realty Development Corporation

698
6,636
14
1,949
119
146
2,102
1
16
2
3

1,118
11,643
10
1,381
105
140
1,593
885
1
15
2
3

11,686

16,896

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
LONG-TERM DEBT
SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 and 2008
(Amount in millions)

2009
Current

2008
Long-Term

The Company

-

FGHC International Limited

Current

Long-Term

11,589

-

18,224

237

711

-

1,412

FPH Fund Corporation

340

-

167

2,672

First Philippine Infrastructure, Inc.

-

-

641

7,985

First Balfour, Inc.

-

First Philippine Electric Corporation
First Gen Corporation

8

-

13

3

283

-

-

2,201

34,394

23,823

32,762

2,781

46,985

24,631

63,068

